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HAVES PRAISED the current
trend towards setting up service
agency offices within poverty
areas themselves.
"Government has a duty," he
said, "to let people know what
is going on, what it has to offer
for them, in such a way that
they do not becomefrustratedin
their attempts to dealwith large
bureaucratic organizations."
Robert Ashley stressed the im-
portance of making legal serv-
ices available to the poor.
"FOR THIRTY million Ameri-
cans wholive inpovertyareas,"
he said, "the judicial system is
something to which they are
merely spectators."
(Continued on page 3)
and Jerry Ballard, a sociology-
anthropologymajor from Seattle
Pacific College.
VINCENT HAVES, speaking
of the role of the public service
agencies in the urban crisis,
said the role is changing.
"The shortcomings of the ex-
isting organizationalpattern for
social services are significant
and clearly evident," he said.
"The main targetsare clear. We
need an improved community
and neighborhood organization,
the developmentof more articu-
late service delivery systems."
"We have to bring our serv-
ices beyond the individual and
into the familyand neighborhood
units," he emphasized.
Washington State Multi-Service
center,HaroldWhitehead, the di-
rector of the Central Area Moti-
vationProgram,John Miller,di-
rector of Program Evaluation of
the federal Office of Economic
Opportunity, Robert Ashley, di-
rector of the LegalServices Cen-
ter, Mrs. Linda Rogers, director
of the Police
-
Community Rela-
tions board of the Seattle-King
County Bar Association, and Fr.
James Goodwin, associate pro-
fessor of sociology at S.U.
Each of the panelists ex-
plainedhis agency's purpose in
combating poverty or racial
problemswithin the urbanareas,
and were questioned by three
student panelists, Barnes, Ted
Smith, a UW graduate student,
"The time is now, it'snot
toolate,
The time is now, let's get
on our way ..."
These lyrics sung by Sr. Juli-
anna Garza, 0.P., set the tone
for a panel discussion on urban
problems sponsored by the S.U.
sociology department in Pigott
auditoriumMonday.
Moderated by Fred Barnes,
an S.U. junior and central area
minister, the discussion featured
a blue-ribbonpanel of urban-af-
fairs experts, including the as-
sistant director of the Model
Cities program,Murray Mills.'
OTHER PANELISTS were
Vincent Hayes, director of the
Graduation Activities
Scheduled for Seniors
FROSH PLANNERS: Seventeen new Freshman Orienta-
tion members will meet this summer to plan freshman
orientation week. Students interested in helping may
sign up at the ASSU office.
ates, parentsand friends will fol-
low at 12:30 p.m. in the Grand
Ballroom of the Olympic Hotel.
From 8-10 p.m. tomorrow
night the seniors, their parents
and friends are invited to attend
the senior reception in Campion
Tower.
The commencement is sched-
uled for 3 p.m.Sunday in the Se-
attle Center Arena. Processional
will begin at 2:40 p.m.
THEREV.FRANCIS Corkery,
S.J., past president of S.U., will
address the graduates.
The traditional baccalaureate
will have all of the academic
trappings.The academic proces-
The happy-sad occasion of
graduation has once again ar-
rived. While the rest of the stu-
dent body prepare for finals,
some 666 seniors will participate
ingraduationweekendactivities.
Tomorrow the Rt. Rev. Ivol
IraCurtis,Bishop of the Episco-
pal Diocese of Olympia, will de-
liver the sermon during Bacca-
laureatesolemn high Mass.Pro-
cessonal is at 9:40 a.m. and
Mass at 10 a.m. Mass is at St.
James Cathedral, 9th Avenue be-
tween Marion and Columbia
streets.
SENIOR BRUNCH for gradu-
S.U. will be marked with
somethingmore thana repainted
Pepsi-Cola billboard next year,
according to Paul Seely, ASSU
PublicityDirector.
Contributions from several
campus groups have made pos-
sible the commissioning of two
signs to beplaced at campus en-
trances, he announced yester-
day.
New Signs to Provide
University Welcome
Approximately$190 needed for
the project was raised by con-
tributions from the A Phi O's,
Gamma Pi Epsilon, Bellarmine
Hall, Campion Tower and the
student senate.
The main sign, made of red-
woodwith routed letteringpaint-
ed in gold, will go near the 12th
and Columbia entrance. It will
be lighted with twin spotlights.
sion to beginat 9:40on theMari-
on St. side of the Cathedral will
include the following order of
march: Dr. Walter Carmody,
professor emeritus, carrying the
University mace; Dr. Bernard
Steckler, associate professor of
chemistry, assistantmarshal;
faculty representatives in full
academic attire of caps, hoods
and gowns and led by assistant
marshals Rev. James Powers,
S.J., assistant professor of Eng-
lish, and Dr. Joseph Gallucci,
Jr., chairman of the fine arts
department; the Class of 1968
also in caps and gowns and led
by grand marshal Dr. William
Guppy, associate professor of
psychology and director of the
counseling and testing center;
University administration and
guests.
OFFICERS OF the sung Mass
will beFathers Joseph Maguire,
S.J., celebrant, who is chaplain
anddirector of student activities,
James Royce, S.J., deacon, who
is associate dean of the College
of Arts andSciences; and James
Ryan, S.J., subdeacon, who is
assistantprofessorof philosophy.
The academic procession at
graduation willinclude the same
marshals and assistantmarshals
as the baccalaureate Mass.
Cane Bangasser Win Loyalty Cups
BERNIE CLAYTON
Perry will be presented the Bill
Bates Award; Bernie Clayton
and Paul Bader will receive the
Dean of Students' Award.
The brunch which follows Bac-
calaureate Mass, will be at 12:30
p.m. in the Olympic Hotel. An-
CATHY CANE
Cathy Cane and Hugh
Bangasser will be present-
ed the coveted Loyalty
Cups at the Senior Brunch to-
morrow.
Three other seniors will also
be honored at the brunch. Ron
RON PERRY
nouncementsof the awards was
made by Fr. Robert Rebhahn,
S.J., vice president for students.
THE LOYALTYCups are pre-
sented annually by the S.U.
Alumni Association, to two sen-
lIUGH BANGASSER
iors, one male and one female,
on the basis of loyalty, leader-
ship and participationin student
activities. Selection ismade from
student nominations and faculty.
During her four years at S.U.,
Cathy has participated in vari-
No.54i^^ia
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ous activities and organizations.
She was both president and ad-
viser to the Spurs; member of
Silver Scroll andGammaPiEp-
silon; freshman and senior
Homecoming princess; winner
of the St.Catherine's Medal; se-
lected for Who's Who in Ameri-
can Colleges and Universities;
AWS Girl of the Month and at-
tended Matrix Table. The L.A.
coed will attend summer school
in Berne, Switzerland.
Bangasser is a Seattle native
and a history major. He was
chairman of CARITAS tutoring
program and ROTC DeputyBri-
gadeCommander this year. Also
selected for Who's Who this
year, he is an 1.X., member of
Scabbard and Blade, past sena-
tor, and recipient of a two-year
scholarship from the Sixth U.S.
Army.After graduation Bangas-
ser will enter Georgetown Law
School in Washington, D.C., as
one of 36 Judge AdvocateGener-
al aspirants chosen from among
all graduating ROTC cadets of
the U.S.
THE BILL BATES Award is
presentedby the Silver Scroll to
a seniorman for previously un-
heralded service to the Univer-
sity. This year's recipient, Ron
Perry, is a graduateof the Hon-
ors Program majoring in his-
tory and philosophy. He was co-
editor of the Journeyman and
senior senator. Perry was presi-
dent of Alpha Sigma Nu, and a
tutor at St. Peter Claver Center,
member of the student Publica-
tionsBoard and in Who's Who in
AmericanCollegesand Universi-
ties.
Bernie and Bader will receive
the Dean of Students Award for
their service to the University.
Bernie is an education major
from Seattle. She was the presi-
dent of Gamma Sigma Phi and
a member of Silver Scroll. Se-
lected for Who's Who in Ameri-
can Colleges and Universities,
she also attended Matrix table
and was an AWS Girl of the
Month.
Baderis apoliticalscience ma-
jor from Tacoma. Also listed in
Who's Who in AmericanColleges
andUniversities,he was a senior
senator and ASSU first vice
president in 1966-67.
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Signs of the times at S.U.
§ 3Gavel Passed to Inman
C ODDS %, Q
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her problems,solved;her grades,
good."
AFTER graduationin1963, she
worked for the Catholic North-
west Progress, then went to the
Times in 1964. A student Execu-
tive Director of the Northwest
Catholic HighSchool PressWork-
shop in 1963, she was adviser of
the project frcm 1965-68.
Shepherding 150 high schoolers
through the ordeal of publishing
a paperin 24 hours is a task that
calls for patience, fortitude and
aspirin. Yet, somehow, Mary
Elayneremainscollapse-proof.
SOMEONE has estimated that
the 26-year-old brunette dynamo
has been throughmore than 150
"printshops"
—
the 7 p.m. to mid-
night ordear that happens every
Tuesdayand Thursdaynight.
Dedication like that cannot be
easily explained.Like all who
live the profession,MaryElayne
is "hooked." Too late for her is
the advice of the old printer in
Paddy Chayefski's "The Print-
er's Measure":
"Take my advice and get out
while you can, kid. It's a terrible
business. You'll always have ink
under your fingernails."
Noted Author
To Speak at S.U.
Barbara Ward, (Lady Robert
Jackson) noted writer on eco-
nomics and social conditions and
a leading Catholic, will speak
June 23rd in Pigott Auditorium
at 10:30 a.m.
Lady Jackson will be in Seat-
tle to speak at the League of
Women Voters in Washington's
Institute which will explore
"Revolution in the Developing
Nations."
LadyJackson, who will be the
featured speaker at the Insti-
tute, is an influential and prom-
inent writer on economics and
international relations between
the 'developed' and the 'develop-
ing' nations. Her most recent
book is "The Lopsided World."
Her activities range from eco-
nomic journalism,as the foreign
editor of The Economist, a visit-
ing lecturer at Harvard and a
Carnegie Fellow, to art as a
governor of the British Broad-
casting Company and of the Old
Vie Theatre.
She is one of the first six
women ever to be appointed to
the Roman Catholic Curia. She
is a member of the Pontifical
Commission on Justice and
Peace.
Lady Jackson's campus visit
was arranged by the League
through Dr. Margaret Mary
Davies, of the business and eco-
nomics department.
The League is allowing Lady
Jackson to come to S.U. without
charge. Lady Jackson's usual
fee is $1500.
The Institute will be held at
the Seattle Center Playhouseon
Saturday, June 22nd from 9:00
a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
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Some Consider Law an Enemy
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the urban crisis, "into the mar-
ketplace of ... activity within
our community."
"WE CONSOLIDATE our edu-
cational developmentonly if our
students are developingto life in
a veryrealworld,"he continued,
"The student of today, and to-
day's education, must confront
what has all the trappings of a
cultural revolution."
"We must always be critical
of the present, and willingto ex-
periment with a certain flair for
flexibility in programs, in cur-
ricula, and methodology," he
concluded.
(Continued from page 1)
"Frequently," he continued,
"the law for those people has
been considered to be the enemy.
Itwas thelaw that woulddeprive
them of their children; it was
the law that wouldgarnish their
wages; the law that would evict
Aegis Out Today
The long-awaited 1968 Aegis
will makeits firstpublic appear-
ance today. This year's theme,
"The University and Urban Cri-
sis," will present some of the
problems of urban society and
the participationof a university
in solving these problems.
The Aegis will be distributed
to seniors only from 10 a.m.-4
p.m. today and from 2:30-4:30
p.m. Saturday in the Bookstore
lobby.
Distributionfor underclassmen
is from 10 a.m.-4 p.m.Monday,
to Friday, June 7. AH students
must present a spring quarter
student body card of a fee re-
them from their homes; the law
which would let the money-lend-
s ers take their furniture."
i THE AIM of the Legal Serv-
; ice centers, he said, is to afford-
the people in these areas the
t chance to be real participants
in the judicial system.
Fr. Goodwin read a letter to
thepanelists from the VeryRev.
John A. Fitterer, S.J., president
of S.U., who was invited to
speak, but could not appear.
! "We must go forth from our
academic sanctuary," he said,
speakingof auniversity's role in
Who's Who Now Planned'
A "Who's Who" will be pub-
lished for the students who will
be on campus this summer.
These students are requested to
sign up, giving their summer
address and phone number, in
the Chief this week,or in the
dorms during finals week. Thorn
O'Rourke, ASSU first vice presi-
dent, is heading theproject.
Library Hours Set
Library hours for summer
quarter will be: 7:30 a.m.-lO
p.m., Tuesday and Thursday;
7:30 a.m.-.! p.m., Monday,
Wednesday and Friday; 8
a.m. to noon Saturday.
These hours are subject to
change.
THE TIME IS NOW: Panel members dis- ology department. Moderator was Fred
cuss urban problems last Monday. The Barnes,S.U. junior,
discussion was sponsored by the Soci-
By KERRY WEBSTER
The initials in the bottomcor-
ner of the pageone proof of The
Spectator received barely a sec-
ond glance from the linotype op-
erator as he began to set cor-
rections from the smudgy sheet
last night.
But the three letters in the
squat penciled oval marked a
particular and private fiat— the
finalpageproof forMaryElayne
Dunphy, moderator of The Spec-
tator since 1965-66.
MARY ELAYNE leaves this
year to devote full time to her
job as a reporter for The Seattle
Times, and a new-found interest—
a husband named Steve.
A lot of proof pages have felt
Mary Elayne's pencil since she
was feature editor as a student
in 1962. In the year-end edition,
the caption under her picture
read:
"This isMary ElayneGrady—
color her feature-editor-efficient.
Color her assignments finished;
MaryElayneGrady Dunphy
Spectator Adviser
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Just that she's mad about the refreshing taste of Coca-Cola.J^fifckIt has the taste you never get tired of. That's why things wS^ago better with Coke, after Coke, after Coke.
"olrtidund.r the oulhorily of The Coca-Cola Company by.PACIFIC COCA-COLA BOTTLING CO., SEATTLE, WA
Not the Whole Truth
To the editor:
Iam very concerned with the
front pagepicture and story in the
last issue of The Spectator:
Wednesday, May 29, 1968, titled
To Bridge the Gap: Senate En-
dorses Black Union.
Under the picture is the follow-
ing print: Black Students Organ-
ize: Larry Jackson, center, speaks
out at the initial meeting of the
Black Student Union. The Union's
constitution was ratified Sunday
by the ASSU Senate.
The article and the picture does
not tell the complete truth.
IF THE IDEA of this article
was to include me in the picture
and article, then it should have
been included that Iam against
the formation of such a group on
ple who wear white socks and
tennis shoes are not necessarily
surfers.
2. The second phase of my ar-
gument against the Black Stu-
dents' Union is: This organization
is limiting inasmuch as it is only
concerned with the welfare of
Negro students. I then ask the
question, if there is so much preju-
dice on our campus, whichIfind
hard to believe, what -about the
welfareof the Caucasian students?
Ithink thatone of the main points
which fails to be seen, is that
prejudice exists in some Negroes
as well as in some Caucasians.
THIS IS the reason why Isee
the BSU as a one-sided organiza-
tion, and for my motion to re-
structure it into an organization
concerned for all and title it The
Seattle University Student Human
Relations Commission.
When the motion was put to a
vote for the renaming of the or-
ganization, I was the only one
voting in favor of it.However, I
think that it is more important for
a person to express his opinions
and ideas, even though there is a
strong opposition, than for a per-
son to avoid the situation because
of the strongopposition.
Lawrence Jackson
our campus.Iwould prefer not to
be the center of attraction in this
picture and the article below it
does not talk about the ideas
which Iexpressed at the meet-
ing. If, however, the purpose of
the article was to talk about the
ideas which Iexpressed at the
meeting, then the picture should
be deleted in an effort to display
those ideas in print, as Ifeel that
the ideas whichIand manyothers
from different ethnic, racial, reli-
gious, and socio-economic back-
grounds hold, are much more im-
portant than any picture.
The information below the pic-
ture is insufficient for an arrival
at a true conclusion.Iam against
this organization for the following
reasons.
1. The name Black Students'
Union: This name is identifying to
all Negro students, whether they
want to be identified with this or-
ganization or not. The Black is
labeling, and the wordStudents' is
plural and possessive.Itshould be
known, Ihope, to all students of
S.U., that not all Negro students
aremembersof this organization.
IT SHOULD be understood that
one should refrain from identify-
ing anyone with a group because
of any characteristic, e.g. all peo-
The Spectator
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Editorial
Last Gasp
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Cramming Becomes No. 1 Sport
As Moment of Truth Arrives
VARIOUS methods are pre-
ferred. There are those who
learn byrecitingeverythingthey
read
—
out loud. These types may
explainthe habits of some cram-
mers who erect tents with
clothesline and blankets in the
middle of their rooms and re-
treat there for the duration.
Some hibernate in the closets,
candle or perhaps Bunsen bur-
ner in hand to memorize the
circulatory system of the fetal
Pig-
Once again the students' mo-
ment of truth approaches—final
exams. Lights burn late, coffee
perks, cigarette butts pile up
MIDNIGHT OIL: The Pepsi loses its fizz,heat goes off
and the cigarettes burn away as the deadline nears for
frantic students at examtime.
and romance suffers as scholars
try to put the whole quarter's
learning into their heads in 72
hours of cramming.
THERE ARE some lucky stu-
dents who not only must study
for tests but must cram the
whole quarters' work into a
week
—
books reports, term pa-
pers. Theylose all sense of time,
and complainbitterly when they
can't check out books needed
for tomorrow's term paper at
2:00 a.m.
These lucky souls grow adept
at recruiting typing fingers, be-
long to roommates, girl friends,
passersby
—
anyone with ten
digets. They don't criticize the
typing,only the narrow margins
which don't stretch a two-page
report to four.
Then there are the calm types.
"What, only an hour before the
test! I'dbetter get some sleep."
Personality cults stifle growth, while institutional
development is an on-going process. Therefore, to iden-
tify exclusively with a personality— or a paper— is ulti-
matelyparasitic.
IN A PETITION on page 5 of this final issue, we
have been accused of personalism at the expense of the
University's good. Personally, it is hoped that the edi-
torial "we" never became a blatant "I."
We certainly espoused editorial positions which only
a minority of the S.U. community supported. But con-
victions are not formulated bymajorities; certainlyeven
those who conjure up "Americanism" as a closed set of
beliefs can recognizethis.
To twist an administrative simile,we may have acted
as the black sheep in the University flock. Yet insome
disputes, the sheep needed shearing. We were not reluc-
tant to shave to the skin,even if itirritated the flesh.
We leave the editorship without any rancour or ten-
ure,nor with any wish for it.
HOPEFULLY, certain statute and policy liberations
will occur. If they do not,S.U. will still be an institution
of goodcalibre.
For ourselves, the liberation from deadlines begins
with this issue's completion. We thank all those who
took sides or sat on the fence, for contribution to the
year'snumerous issues.
While our freedom arrives, the new staff's bondage
to next year begins. But it is a bondage one seldom
chafes against.
We are confident that those in bondage to the paper
willproducenew and smoother reams of thought.
letter to the editor
When yougive adiamondof J|fr
distinction you are assured &*£&&
of the bestdiamondfor your , if Bwgj
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DISCOUNTS TO SEATTLE UNIVERSITY STUDENTS
_j FOR MORE THAN 20 YEARS
AVAILABLE FOR COLLEGE MEN
Summer Employment Opportunity
FULL TIME WORK THRU JUNE TO SEPT. 10th
A Message of Great Importance to Students
Who Are:
1. Interested in sales or business upon completion of col-
lege who desire practical experiencebefore graduation.
2. Need top income to help with the cost of college edu-
cation.
3. Would enjoy traveling 10-13 days per month to resort
areas with ample time for sports and recreation,
RATHER than back-breaking labor.
If you look on summer as an opportunity to earn
and learn rather than take it easy, you may be
interested in these featuresat our special student
program:
1. Selected students will be able to continue on a part-
time basis during fall and spring.
2. Deserving students may apply for one of 15 company
scholarships available at$1,000 apiece.
3. Qualified students accepted will be offered at $98.50
weekly salary. Under special student incentive plan, 3
Portland area college men last year earned over$3,500.
4. A solid recommendation from a national company that
will mean something when you're out of school.
5. Top notch instruction from successful executive in public
speaking, personality development and corporation
management.
For an Appointment Call the
STUDENT PERSONNEL MANAGER
TACOMA BR 2-3373 SEATTLE MU 2-1922
Students residing in Portland and Salem, Oregon may call
this number and get the number of the office in their home
town. Students in finals will be interviewed in the evening.
ATTENTION! All finals-
study cop-outs and American
poetry and novel majors
—
A
novel way of reviewing with
visual aid or filling Finals'
Eve with fun! One moving
hour of motion picture plea-
sure:
HEAR! Roethke Read...
SEE! BartlebyPrefer Not...
7-8 p.m. Monday, June 3 in
PigottAuditorium— twoFREE
Admission movies: Herman
Melville's "Bartleby" and
Theodore Roethke's "In A
Dark Time." Everyoneis wel-
come. (Seniors will not be
booed!)
""
All right. Iadmit it.'-When my Minister of Finance
told me toopena savings account, Iwouldn't listen.
Then - - whammo - ■ Waterloo! 99
fix Solve yourmoney problems by opening a Daily InterestIbJ Savings Account at NBofC. Interest is computed onIiQ daily balances and compounded quarterly at 4% per
annum. Best way in the world to protectyourself from
a financial Waterloo.
NBC
NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE
MEMBER KDtRAIDEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPOftAIiON " DEPOSITS JNSUfIEO UPTO 1)5000 }
GARY LA FLAM
Whiteon White
This is the first freeze, the point of intersection
between two lines screamingacross the
November sky —
the deep immaterial point without dimension
that whimpers icy litanies at a fur-cowled
congregation
andextends inblessing frozen fingersover
mittened souls
This approaches absolute zero, where
numbness itself
would tingle nerve and jingle brain to ecstacy
and slow, savage sleep would drive
internal cockcrow
dream-piercing through the veins of night
into morning
bloodying the darkness with crimsonsunrise
And yet this is thaw's prelude: the furtive hint
before suspicion; the cold eyes of amelting lover;
the firstbutton dallied with. And will
slumbering men
with fumbling fingers reach, will they shake
their heads
and look, or even see the brilliance, of the sun?
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W. J.REEDY,JR.
Syndrome
The cycle of her seasons
or the circle of the sun
is hardly anyreason
to flaunt symbolic banners;
For the streets of no-man's city
formand endless square—
a block —
on which the ancient executioner
Will take ayearly toll
in the bleedingof young virgins
from the hollow,welded Babels.
With her children in the cellars
Dancing to the music
apiperplays for rats,
Mother move*her body
to the throbbing of a dollar.
Steel andsterile cities
witha billion fragile eyes,
flash warmpretentious flesh;
and though their bloodbe made of liquor
Thedying is the same,
as the endless runningriver
tumbling to the sea
withleaves of trees inautumn
or mated honeybees.
CAROLYNEWRIGHT
The sun that stumble overthis world
has rustededges.
Cracked-paint boards, weary
of leaningtogether,
arenot called homes anymore.
In pitted grass-plots, mongrels
yawn and scratch their sordid skins;
and a woman's face crumbles inher hands.
Her body has swelled too many times
like an overripewatermelon.
Her ankles are puffed;
she gives a blue-veined sigh and turns.
Follow her to the holed-in rooms
wheredecay casts itsshadows.
Scratch away the dampspider-
webs clutchingyour face, and see;
in this cool rot
the mold,blue-green and bursting,
feeds,
ft.quiet,
is swelling and cracking the boards
It will soonberipe.
JOCRAWFORD
Iwonder.
if there werenocars
to churn up street rain
and spill itoverwalk brims,
what just the sound of rain
picking atglass
(like an apple-polisher
at her teacher's shoulder poking and poking
to say."'mayIcarry your tray?")
would do to the pen inmy hand.
Or if there were
nooccasional sirens
to bump the heart
to beat twice as fast
and dog-ear a corner of it
for future reverence.— Or tonight
no groaning foghorn
to dissimulate
the drifting
rain to window rhythm.— Nor machine gun jangling
of the tell aphone
insteadof the peaceof paper.
Wondering is neverenough:
For a minute
there isn't asloshing street
within earshot,
nor siren,norsound
but the rain onmy window.
And now that seemsmore
like the first thuddings
of pebbles,razed by ashovel
for gravepurposes.
What sloppy drinkers
the aneels are!
-—
to have spilled so much water
betweenus.
CAROLYNE WRIGHT
City's Strain
Birch leaves clap in the wind,
wet greenhands applauding
the folk-song of rain.
(My city's nativeair this is;
its melody dampens the sun to shivering.)
The tips of hemlock branches
reach out, tentatively,
like aguitarist's hands,
to the invisible strings of the wind.
They choose their tune.
Istand under birches;
my hands mimic their responding branches.
Iam trembling,
for the wholecity strains to listen.
W. J.REEDY,JR.
for blue...
ihave learned to let them grow
until ihear a song
promising a nest
in limbs safe and strong;
always steppinggently
so not to break a bone,
always moving slowly
to makemyself at home;
but asiwork my way to heights
where she is thin andspare
—
to listen for themystery notes
whisperedinher hair —
it neverseems to fail
that inevery tree iclimb
there is onebranch too weak
to endure this weight of mine.
and soidropagain toground,
the grassa dying green,
then clear away the shattered branch —
fragments unredeemed.
EMMA BEZY
Vancouver Leave
A well-oiled mesmerizing downhill hum
carriesbodies upholstery-pouched
against America's asphalt complexion,
wombserene in a goudy glass and metal cell,
between the whitephorescent roadspine
and ice-sheathedgut of ditch.
Bush orphans stretch tense thin fingers forth
to snatch a sense of warmth
inpassing.
Careening into a swollensky
peasanteheek red
looking for all the world
as thougha clown disgustedly
flung his rougepuff
at the rigid horizon.
turned, andstalked away .. .
Across the flaming cummerbund of the sky
a smallherd of greyblimp clouds
sauntered, waterholehomeward.
JOCRAWFORD
On Valentine'sDay
My love is nothing like
a red red rose,
but Isuppose,if for Christ'ssake
or the sakeof other poets
he had tobe a flower,
it would be a Chrysanthemum.
"Chrysanthemum is much harder
to sayorspell thanlove
and,thank God,
has thousands more facets
than a rose does.
Chrysanthemums refuse to smell the way they look
orbend when wind cows other flowers.
There is no comparisonbetween
thti duration of a rose anda mum.
The word is Chrysanthemum!
if while my love owns limbs
and branches far beyond anhour,
he must bob awaythislusty day
and spend it as a flower.
swayingand blowing...
the trees theydance
they jump they twirl
pirouetting timidly
til they pantwith increasingeagerness
and the ballet becomes a boog-a-100
Moving swiftly bendingin frenzy
as if they want to run to leap
butbeingparalyzedtheysend color
from themselves to the wind
who begsnot for leave-offerings but all
Coldness comes carolling in
and the rain gives its purity to the maddened gaity
all runall leap ...all dance
before a longand melancholy slumber
To death!to death wedance
IMayIdance with you?)
ELLENYAGLE
EMMABEZY
Innuendo
Rambles again the spindly mind!
Strains of dusky heavyheadedblooms,
and greasestrained traffic grindings
leak in at window cracks,
sighing into low-ceilinged smog
with noescape.
Where can onestumble,
having crawled out alone
of one entanglemirage:
beset with floweringsuns
and muskhappy,belongingpairs?
Only into tinged amazement—
hoping toward satisfaction
beyond the fence of sadness' prairie.
MARCI HARNETIAUX
bydayidie
inroom13,
cringing
in the smoky haze
and the stench
of dirty laundry,
whinmpering
in the screamingsilence
of four brown walls
and nausea.
sometimes, indesparate hours
ipray
thatnight will nevercome
never tempt me
with her liquideyes
or taunt me
with her brazen touch.
foolish bastard...
iknow
tonight will be the same.
I'll walk again the narrowstreets
the dimly lighted avenues
where shadows lurk
and sales aremade
and onceagaini'lllive
within the torture of virility
that floods my veins.
A New Life
PARTI
On the Meaningof theWord "Life"
In the fourteenth week of my second preg-
nancyIsat in a rocking chair at a desk gazing
out of the window of a small, comfortableal-
thoughshabby apartment on New "York's West
Side.Iwatched the lights of a tugboat sailing
down the Hudson River.Iwatched the lights
until they disappeared somewhere beyond the
concrete structure of the George Washington
Bridge. Turningaway,Iwent back tomyread-
ing. It was a textbookof American historyand
asIturned to open the page automaticallymy
hand touched the hardness that had begun to
swell in my belly. Suddenly, miraculously,I
felt a flutter, soft and gentle, but persistent.
It was a kind of gentle tapping. Outside, cars
continued to speed down the West Side High-
way,another boatsailed down the Hudson. The
number five bus pulledup to the yellowline at
the curb and a man ran to catch it.The world
had not changed at all. Even my husbandcon-
tinued to read while the flutter of life con-
tinuedsilentlyinsideme.
During the months that followed, that flut-
ter became stronger,more frequent, more per-
sistent. The life within me grew and gathered
strength and then the contractions came hard
and fast and painful.Isaw the masks of the
doctors ina light that hung from the ceiling.I
could see the painreflected inmy face.Iheard
the instructions, soft and compelling and re-
assuring; "Breathe deeply,push withyour con-
tractions."Harder, Harder. Doing fine. Push,
push, push, push. Just a little bit more." Half
knowing that my teeth were biting into my
hand, and then a pull that seemed to shake all
the world. And then a cry, new and soft and
beautiful. Ten fingers and ten toes, a new
daughter,a new life.Iclosedmy eyes andwhen
Iopened themIsaw her lyingon a steel grey
table beside mine. "Hello," Isaid, "You will
be Rebecca," andIreached out my fingers to
touch hers for the first time.
PARTn
Onthe Meaning ofLife
She slept then. Iknew that the first smile
would be hundreds of diapers away, the first
steps, thousands. Down the corridor a man
stood proudly holding the hand of our five
year oldchild. We could all rest now for there
was time to learn and to love and to grow to-
gether. There is time to pass on the knowledge
accumulated through centuries.
A week ago she rolled over. One day she
willleaveher cradleand walk alone.Last night
Isaw an envelope lying on my five year old's
bed.Iopened it and saw a picture she had
drawn. There was a sun in the sky with a
smiling face and a family,mother, father, big
girl and baby with a note written in childish
handwriting with a redcrayon that said, "Dear
Rebecca.Ilove you and give you my love."
These are questions without answers. The
above is as close as Ihave come to an answer.
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The Child
"The back door slammed shut, and my
brother, Steve, just back from the beach, yell-
ed, "Get up, Fatso!" His salt-raw skin was
burned red in blotches on his arms and legs.
A terry-cloth beach towel was carelessly wrap-
ped around his trunk, and he shivered in the
doorway, while small beads of water shaped,
and then traced streets on his brow.
Ithrew a pillow at the mouth that had in-
terruptedmy sleep, but missed.Steve straight-
ened his eleven years growth into a solid
stance and yelled, "Getup so you can takeme
to thestore."
"Who was your servant last year?"
"You," he said matter-of-factly.
"Okay, but give me a half an hour to get
dressedandeat."
Imademy bed, walked to the bathroom and
looked in the mirror.Iwas getting tan and
freckles had patterned themselves over my
nose, cheeks and forehead.The white from my
teeth deepened the stain on my skin as I
grinned. My hair was streaked golden brown
and the usual deep green of my eyes was now
washed out to dullgrey.Igot intomy suit and
threw a lime green shift over my head and
zipped it up, walking into a pair of white
sandals.
Iturned the corner into the living room
and good-mornings descended uponme.Iwalk-
ed into the kitchen after returning the greeting"
to my parents witha kiss, andpoured the last
cup of coffee from the pot into a mug.Itook
a seat betweenmy mother and Barb, opposite
my father; Johnny was still at the beach.
Steve jiggled the money inhis pantspocket
to remind me of my promise.
"Chubby wants to know if it's all right for
me to take him to the store," Isaid. Dad
handedover the keys to the station wagon and
a dime with whichIwas to buy a copy of the
L.A. TIMES. No one else wantedanything, so
Steve andIran out the front door and down
the steps to the garage.Ipaused to look out
at the ocean. Dark blue water stretched inall
directions along the coast.
We drove to Alpha Beta. Chubby got his
usual dollars' worth of candy and Ia pack
ofcigarettes.
"Give me a quarter or I'll tell Mom and
Dad you smoke," he said out of the corner of
his mouth. The salesman, a deeply tanned,
muscular blond of about twenty asked to see
my identification to prove my right to
purchase.
"Nineteen,huh?"
"That's right; canIplease have my cigar-
ettes?"
"Do you live down here?" he asked, putting
the Winstons on the counter. "I've never seen
youbefore."
"No, I'm from L.A.My family's renting the
Herberts' place on Cristobal for two weeks."
"My name's Marc.Ijust liveup the street
from where you're staying so maybeIcould
drop by after work some night."
"Hi,Marc, myname'sLisa."
"Do you go to school down here?"
"No,Igo to Seattle U.I'll be a junior this
year. How about you?"
"I'llbe a senior at U.C.L.A
"
Hestarted tosay somethingelse, but aman,
he must have been the manager, was giving
him a "back to work" look.Iturned to leave."
'Bye,Lisa. I'll try and stop by tonight."
After lunch Iput my hair in a braid,
splashed lotion over my body and walked to
thebeach.
The sun was archedhighin theblue August
sky. Throwingmy towel on the sand,Idropped
my shift and ran to the water. Waves vomited
onto the beach, churning sand and pebbles
beneath the foam. The water was almost warm
and Iwaded into the Pacific's strength with
all of mine, to keep from falling under the
walls of water.Iswam out past the waves' be-
ginning point, where the sea was swelling
with surface calm. Currents played with my
feet, dangling inches from the bottom. Power
surged beneathand aroundme andIfelt small
in the midst of such force.Irespected the sea,
the pulling, pushing, the stinging wetness and
the bizarre sense of comfort it gives. Paddling
out,Icaught a wave, and rode in on top of it,
and fora minuteIpossessedsome of itspower.
The wall was mine andIowned a front seat
on its crest of five feet or five tons of might
that could churn me into little pebbles for
daring to intrude into its realm.The wallcol-
lapsed and Ifell; the watered bricks came
crashing down and vomited me onto the shore.
Icrawled to dry sand and lay there ex-
hausted. The sun beat down, the white heat of
mid-day, to dry the sand and to recharge me
with just enough energy to reach for my towel
and brush gritty particles from my body. The
salt bore into my pores and stung as it was
rubbed into the skin.Iput the towelbehind my
head and'lay there for hours just thinkingand
absorbing the sounds of the pounding surf and
the rays of the sun. The yellow disc travelled
through the sky to a hanging point before
setting itself away for the night. Settled just
above the horizon,it glowedorange,passionate,
and streaked with bands of purple. It wasn't
quite passionateenough; the flamingball sank
quickly into the sea. Exhaling,it left its last
breath in the orange glow on the horizon.
Ipicked up my towel and walked up to the
house. Dinner was cooking slowlyover the gas
burners and Johnny was putting the silver,
plates and glasses on the table.He dropped the
handful of spoons he was carrying.Barb start-
ed teasing him.He put the spoons on the table
andpolitely told her to finish the job herself.
Later while we were doing the dishes, I
toldBarb aboutMarc.
"Gee, that's really cool. Isure hope he
comes over."
"Oh, Idoubt if he will; he was probably
just being nice."
He didn't come that night, but the next,
Tuesday,Isaw a lone figure walkingdown the
street, asIsat on the sun-deck.
"Hi, Lisa, wouldyou like to go fora walk?"
"Sure, Marc, come on in while Iget a
sweater." He followed me in and introduced
him to my parents.
We walked down the street and over the
bridge to the pier.Fishingboats were anchored
for the night and small whitedots of light were
chugging up to the dock. A neon sign was
flashing over the men who were hauling their
catches in.Minnows grouped together under the
timbered foundations and as quickly as they
washed up around them, they were gone. The
water seemed to have quieted down, almost
as if it was tired from the pounding it had
done during the day.Small white crests met;
their fingers touched.They seemed to be carry-
ing secret messages from one wave to another.
We left the pier and walked along the
beach. The sand was littered with the remains
of the crowds that had been there during the
day. And we talked, about school, his career
in advertising, politics, music and anything
else that cameup.Ifelt very comfortablewith
him thatnipht and all the nights that followed.
Finally September came and we both had
toleave for school. We wroteall year and went
out duringour vacations,and finally..."
"Gee,Gram, that was cool.Tellus again."
Ididn't see her until she was standing al-
most directly in front of me. Her eyes jumped
from face to face and settled on mine. She
smiled.Ismiled. She took one more quick look
around and then, as if a big decision had been
reached, sat down on the hard green plastic
seat at my left. It was a new bus and people
sat sideways in uncongenial rows. For me it
would be a long ride.Ihad my history book
andplannedto finish the chapter.
A hand tapped mine. "What's your name.
I'm five," she said. Holding a finger on my
sentence,Ilooked up. She was a thin, uncom-
monly pale child with little bits of brown hair
falling out from under a dirty green wool cap.
Fine light-brown eyebrows arched over her sad
blue eyes. Her nose was running and mucus
streamed down over thin red lips. She raised
her arm. With the too-short sleeves of a dirty
brown tweed coat she wiped her nose. Seeming
pleased with herself she smiled andIsaw her
small yellow teeth. Her voice seemed to beg
ratherthanask for a response.
"What's yer name", she repeated.
"Lorie,"Isaid.Iwondered wherehermoth-
er was.
"What ya doing. Why ya writen in the
book?"
"I'm just making lines under things Iwant
to remember." She moved very close, her face
almost in the book.Starting to feeluncomfort-
able,Iignored her and began to read the next
sentence. "The traiff question added to the
politicalconfusion and.. ."
"Igot a book.Didya make this book.Read it
to me."
"This is a history book for grown up peo-
ple",Isaid.
She was rubbing at the sticky blackness be-
tween her fingers. "I could draw good ifIhad
apaper."
Looking through my purseIfound a small
brownpad, toreout a piece of paperand handed
it to her.
"Youpretty",she said. "Ineed apencil."
"Idon'thaveanother one."
"My mommy does. Yill ya save my seat?"
Iwanted to be left alone.Iwanted to finish
the chapter. "Ican't",Isaid, going back to my
reading.
"Save my seat", she repeated.Quickly, nerv-
ously, she roseandpushed her way through the
crowds. At the other end of the busIsaw her
stop. She spoke to an old woman wearing a
black cloth coat. The coat had a fur collar with
the head, feet and tail of the animal still at-
tached. The child pointed to me and the old
woman looked. Her large nose was framed by
sallow wrinkled skin and grey hair. Her ex-
pression was catatonic. When the child finished
speaking the woman gave her a pencil. She
watchedme for a moment longer and then she
lookedawayand closedhereyes.
Damn it,Ithought. This littlegirl is not my
responsibility.Then she was back. "My Mommy
givedme this pencil",shesaid.
"Yes,Isee.Now why don't you drawquietly
and.let meread."
"You got pretty hair". She was kneelingon
the seat now and was stroking me. She was
almost in my lap. A womanwith dark skin and
aplain face sat across fromme. She caught my
eye. "Why don't you moveyour seat or tell the
littlegirlto stopbotheringyou."
"DoIbotheringyou?"
Ilooked at the lonelydirty face andIsaid,
"No,you'rea good girl."
She smiled a big smile and exposedher de-
caying front teeth. "Is your house pretty. Is
yours?"
"No,"Isaid.
"CanIbe yourlittlegirl.Idon'thaveno real
mommy.Do you have alittlegirl?"
"Yes,Ido."
"CanIhaveher?"
"No,"Isaid, "but maybe some day you can
play with her. Now do your drawing. I'll read
my book."
Itried to read.Iknewthe child was watching
me.Iglanced at mywatch.
"Mommy," she said, tapping me, "Look what
Igot."
"I'm not your mommy, honey,"Isaidas she
pulled an empty tube of palmoliveshave cream
fromher pocket.
"Youpretty.Youwant this toy?"
,"No.Youkeep it."
The old woman she had called mommy was
watching me again.Ilooked out of the window.
Thank God.Ithought, asIsaw 72nd Street
comenear.Iclosedmy book.
"Yougoingawaynowmommy?"
"Yes.Ilive here."Istood up and she held
my coat.
"Ilike you," shesaid.
"I like you too." GentlyIpulled my coat
fromher hand. "Ilike you too."
The bus had stopped and the green light
flashed.Ipushed on the rear doors and they
opened. Iknew she was watching. Iturned
back to her.
"Mommy. Goodbye."
"Goodbye,"Isaid. SuddenlyIwished that
Ihadaskedher name.
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The ravine was in many ways different
than Bob had rememberedit,but not complete-
ly. The sides were still covered with small
bushes and a matting of twigs and fallen
leaves. Trees clung to the steep slopes although
most of the larger ones had fallen from a lack
of support. Looking across to the oppositeedge
of the ravine, he could see a part of the once
surroundingwoods thathad not changed.How-
ever, on his side many changes had been ef-
fected. Houses now intruded to the ravine's
edge; in fact, some were even suspended out
over the steep wall. It was actually one of
these houses that he and his wife had come
to look at. The place they were renting was
getting too small with the kids growing so
fast;and, besides, it was about time he bought
a home of his own. He liked to refer to him-
self as a "promising young businessman," very
settled and secure in life. He really did not
enjoy lookingathouses, but as Annhadpointed
out, "It isn't as if you have something better
to do onyour dayoff," which was true enough.
They had gotten directions and a key from the
realtor, and had come alone. He had known
that they would be in the area where he had
spent a part of his childhood, but he hadn't
rememberedthe ravine, whichhe had last seen
fifteen years before, until he wandered into
the back yard.
"A lot's been changed," he said softly. "I
remember .. ."
"Everythingchanges," Ann interrupted.
"Iguess so. Ithink I'llgo down and have
a look aroundanyway. You want to come?"
"No, I'd just as soon look around the
house."
"Okay. I'll be back in a few minutes," he
said, turning to the path. The smooth trail
proceededby a rough guardrailand the side of
the ravine with a switch-back tokeep theslope
gentle. As he silently ambled over the path's
damp, packed dirt;he rememberedthe old path
that dropped almost straight down the side.
You had to hold onto an old log or bushes
most of the way. As he descendedfurther, the
muffled roar of the stream rushing down the
ravine's floor grew louder. It brought back
memories of lazy days spent fishing in deep
pools from perches on logs, and of outdoor
lunches made up of the many kinds of berries
growing along the banks, but they were gone
now. The bushes along the stream had appar-
ently been removed to providemoreopen space
around the banks. Only a few patches ofhardy
nettles had grown back. The stream was dif-
ferent too. Most of the pools were gone. The
snags and rocks that had caused them had
been taken out to clear and simplify the
stream's flow. Planks now spanned the stream
where formerly it took a good leap, at least
for a kid, to clear the narrowingwithout soak-
ing his feet.
Bob made his way upstream for a short
distance and settled himself on a large rock.
A lot had happened since he used to play
aroundhere. He wondered what hadhappened
to his friends. Did they still livenearby? Were
they successful or have exciting jobs? They
had all wanted to be explorersor some other
kind of adventurers. As he had grown older,
Her name was Donna, that much Ihad
gotten. ButIdidn't remember whereIfound
out andIkept belittlingmyself for forgetting.
Iremembered everythingelse about her, every
detail. She seemed in fact thrust uponme. She
was whereIwas, orIwas where she was
— I
never felt sure in declaring, even to myself.
AndIwas concerned with Donna by myself.I
intuited that she was a kind of jokeon me and
Ididn't want to share our relationship with
anyone for fear they would break into the
laughterIdidn'tallowmyself.
Isaw her for the first time on a Friday,
night.Iwas in a bar and she walkedpast me,
her lean body erect. She was blond, dressed
with boots that reached to her knees
— black
boots like her slacks. A white blouse hung
fromher shoulders loosely,but with an ironed
precision.Icommented to the friend who was
with me that she looked like something out of
Bonnie and Clyde. We watched her as one due
the respect of Bonnie or Clyde as she walked
across the room.
She took a chair in the back facing the pool
table.Igot my first look at her face and was
humorouslydisappointed.She waspretty,softly
so, andIreluctantly releasedmy half illusion
of a tavern riddled with sudden machine gun
blasts.
Inoticed then the empty glass* in front of
me and signaled the waiter for anuiher round.
We could see the pool table from where we
were.Tracts of cigarettesmoke passedlanguid-
ly between the table's green surface and the
shade of the low hanginglight globeabove. We
took on interest when our pretty "Illusion"
matchedFred,a regular at the bar on weekend
nights.
With a cue in her hands Donna regainedher
appearance of awesome precision. She played
the game well, thoughtfully.She let the squat
and laughingFredshoot the break and thenshe
took her turn efficiently.Iwas reminded of
tidy televisionmurders Ihave seen as her cue
slid quickly to manipulate a shot. The balls
clicked against each other on the felt tableas
she pocketed them with cold consistency.Her
expressionwas firm, but not hard.Despiteher
dress and the straight lines of her bodyIwas
conscious that she wasa woman.
Fred joked loudly about the edge she held
in the game.He referred to her as "the lady."
"I'llbe damnedif the lady isn't going to let
me take a shot," he'd say in mock amazement
when the order of the balls on the table con-
founded even Donna's skill. They were comfort-
ablecomments, as if he knew andhad accepted
her superiority. Between plays he would down
a straight shot, then focus on the pool table
and grin lightly. He was good at pool, but he
hadlostbefore.
We wereamong a quiet audience thatnight,
andIdon't believeIwas the only one spell-
bound with Donna. We had been there before
watching the same pool table; but Donna was
a novelty.She smiledunconsciously from time
to time at Fred's humor or someconfiguration
of balls created in the course of the game, but
otherwise she showed no response to the situa-
tion she was in.Her skill with the cue was re-
laxed while intent. She had control, and 1
admired her ease.
Theyplayed three,mayoe four games.Some
grew tired of watching and turned to conversa-
tionsor left.
She chalked her cue for a final play. The
eight ball pocketed with the cool and easy
thrust of her stroke. Fred shook his head, still
with humor, andturned to us.
"You play the lady,I've had enough,"
Ishook my head "no" to the cue he washandingme."No,Idon'tplay."
No one accepted and Fred breathed, "What
thehell, rack them up."
ButInoticed then how late it was and we
left just after they made thebreak.
Ididn't think of Donna again,untilIsaw
her a few days later.Iwas downtown in the
rain,dodgingmy way to the bus stop, mymind
on an offerIhad been given that day for a
new position with the printing company I
worked for.Ireached the stop soon enough to
see my bus push into traffic a block ahead of
me. My coat was wet soIcrossedthe street into
a smallart galleryfor shelter.
Ihad never been there before andIwalked
somewhat uncomfortably around realizing I
didn't give the appearance of being a connois-
seur of painting or sculpture with a sopping
raincoatandwet head.
She was standing with her back to me, still
before a grey cast sculpture. Her rain clothes
were light colored, blueIthink.Ididn't recog-
nize her for being the pool expert until she
turned in my direction and walked closer to
whereIstood. The articulate lines of her body
showed in her walk, though her coat fell in softlines around her. She scrutinized the painting
in front of her and suddenly her brown eyes
(Continued on page 8)
Bob's ambitionsgraduallyhad conformed more
with practicality. He had gotten a secure job
with a solid company after graduating from
college and getting married. It wasn't a bad
job, and it paidwell. It lacked the excitement
he had envisioned, but "Kids never are too
practical," he mused.
He gradually becameawareof a long, black
log stretching across the stream where the
gorge narrowed. It was a good six feet above
the rushing waters. Its slick, dark surface
shone in the sunlight filtering through the
trees That thing had been a real challenge
when he was younger. Only the very daring
ever attempted to cross it. Walking toward
the log,he realizedit didn't seem quiteas dan-
gerous as he remembered although, he sup-
posed, a fall could still result in a bruised
soaking in the frigid water. There was still a
trace of the crude path up to the point where
one end of the old log was imbedded in the
steep side of the ravine. He scrambled up the
muddy trail until he stood at the base of the
damp log. He was conscious of the smell of
the wet ground and of the old wood, andof the
sound of the noisy waterbelow. Thespan looked
so much longer and slipprier from here than
from the floor of the ravine. He was breathing
faster now. "Getting out of shape," he mum-
bled to himself. He glanced downstream and
returned hisgaze across the lengthof the fallen
tree on which his right foot now rested. Al-
thoughsuddenly thinking "This is stupid! How
amIgoing to explain it ifIfall in, without
looking like a complete fool?", he neglected to
move. His left foot slowly ventured father out
in front of him.He paused.Abruptlyhe stepped
back off the log,plunged down the short trail,
and stood panting alongside the stream.
"Damn log!" he muttered. "I should have
known." Turning away he brushed a swaying
nettle with his hand. Bob went back down-
streamknowing he never wouldbe able to cross
that log. By the time he reached the trail
ascending the ravine, several mean looking,
small welts had risen on his hand and were
stinging sharply.
Ann was waiting for him at the top, and
cheerfully asked, "What have you been up to?"
Suddenly, with a pained look, she gave a small
gasp. "Youfeet! Oh, they're amess!"
As he looked down at the scuffed, muddy
leather of his shoes, he sighed, "Yeah,Iguess
so. Let's go home."
"What about the house?" she asked with
surprise.
He turned toward the car. "Idon't like it."
DAVEMORGAN
We Are
Three solemn soldiers
Homeward bound
Three solemn soldiers
Short and round
We smile as wemarch, yes
Smile withglee
Other mendied,but
Not us three
Other mencrawled
Through the mud and the slime
We sat on ahill
Andmade this rhyme
Don'task why, and
Don't ask how
Reason is yesterday
This is now.
We smile
For the othersbeyond all hurt
We march
Withabsurdity tucked inour shirt.
ELSIE BRODHEAD
The QuietHours
In the quiet hours of moonbeams and daydreams
wesit,and let the darkness envelop
all
but the light in us.
Colors, love,laughter and
we
areall a littlericher
at these times.
If it's true that loversspeak
only
after love has gone, then
we'll let the April rains
the distant foghorns
and February'sleft-over breath
create conversation.
Sometimes
that unprunedbush
scraping against the window
disagrees with the wind.
Death...
He died quite peacefully that summer Sun-
day morning, the scent of grass and clover
lingering in his mostrils, warmed into his
clothing, his best suit. He had come from
Church on the narrow dirt track and caught
up by a pleasant melancholia, and the nature
of that day of rest, had laid downina fragrant
minutemeadow,absorbedin the far-awaygreen
hills surrounding him, and the brilliant blue
sky. Presently, he layed his head in the soft
grass and closed his eyes to enjoy just being
in such a surrounding, and to reminisce.Death
came as if drifting into another memory,
cloudy, good feeling and then his heart just
quit beating. Deeper and deeper he went till
the gentle breeze of that land seemed to blow
everso softly onhis verybrain, gentlyhe drift-
ed as if bornup by the fragrance of the clover
and was lost in the majestic blue dome.
Within a time, a child and lady passed by
but not really alarmed at the sight of an old
man, for anyone was wont to lie in the clover
on such a day of rest, droused into peaceful
repose by the narcotic liqueur of warmed sur-
roundings. Innocent were they of death's kiss,
forspring and summer were not a timeof final-
ity but of life
—
of blossoms, flowers, young
birds and the winsome colt in the neighboring
pasture. Nothing now but a discarded shell, a
piece of litter if you may, for death still had
to show her ugliness. A more perceptive sca-
venger cameupon our man, kicked him to see
his quality, as one would a tire, and promptly
removed the shoes from lifeless feet, at least
they would do him no good— wastenot, want
not, chuckled the living man. If alive the old
man wouldhave undoubtedlyfound this a more
comfortablesituation to besure.
To a passing insect he appearedas a fallen
criant, the beauty of the far-awayhills and sky
framed by the great wool feet, the breeze play-
ing intricately into the fabric, soothing each
pore
—
but for dead feet did nothingreally...
(Continued from page 7)
winced slightly. "It just struck me," she said
aloud,"it's terror inhispainting."
Drawn near to her for the moment by her
wordsIlooked at the painting to understand
the comment. She looked at me, as if to await
accord.
Isaid, "Idon'tknow ifIlike itornot."
She hesitated and said, "I don't know ifI
like it either.He's showing something though.
And he's painting and I'mspeaking
— but still,
IthinkIcan say terror."
Ilooked back on the painting.She laughed
and said, "The artist wouldbe pleased to know
thathe's confusedus!"
"And you aren't easilyconfused, are you?"
Iasked,and then realizingthe ambiguityof the
question added, "I say that after Fridaynight.
Iwatchedyouat the pooltable."
Laughingagain she commented, "Ican play
pool without confusion. My father taught me,
to keep up my interest in math. We had our
own table andIpractised more often thanI
didmathhomework."
"Well you had our attentionthis weekend,"
Isaid, "but Idon't know if you made Fred
comfortable."
She looked at me seriously and said, "But
Fred is good. He had nothing to be uncomfort-
ableabout."
Perhaps it was becauseIdidn't care about
Fred, but her logicappealed to me.
After that dayIsaw Donna againandoften.
She taught school down town and I'd see her
leave on the bus across from my stop. She
wouldbe alone, or with a student.Icould see
her listen, or gesture as she spoke. She was
on the ferries Icaught, reading diligently or
standingin the air outside with her blond hair
downand tucked into the back of hercoat. She
walked past my table if Iate out, her hand
resting lightly on someone's arm.Imet her in
the park once. She was walkingslowly,allowing
for the smaller steps of her companion
—
a
child. He was maybe five, with eyes small and
thin and a large broad head.Irecognized the
signs readilyas those of my younger brother
who died of Mongolism.She saw me as we ap-
proached each other and she smiled, as if to
attract my attention to her and away from the
child. Ireturned her smile and walked past,
remembering Stevie and not knowing what to
say.
Igrew attached to seeing Donna.Iwas de-
pressed whenIworked late and missed seeing
her leave on the bus. Iwent to the bar where
she had played pool,butIdidn't see her there
again and after a few times Iquit going. But
there were weeks of seeing her everywhere,
whenIsat with a newspaper on the bus and
Donna was like a kaleidoscope in my mind.
Memories of the poolgameslanted against day
dreams of what Donna would be like at the
beach. Her length and softness against hard
sand in a loud pink bathingsuit smiling at me.
Donna and the childand me ina circle walking
the edge of the surf, andIgrowing dizzy and
hot in the sun — aching as the bus jerked and
stopped, my legs carrying me hurt from the
seat to the stairs and down to the sidewalk.
But Inever came to know Donna, and I
seemed to know her least the last timeIsaw
her.
The party was loud and Ibalanced high-
balls against Fridaynight fatigue.Donna wore
green and her eyes were alert as she listened
to me talk about my job. Ihad been offered
again the positionIhad decided to passmonths
before.Ididn't know yet if it was a good move
to make.
She asked me questionsabout whatIwould
be doing, the changesIwould be challenged to
make and the new skillsIwould learn.Ispoke
of the salary increase, a new routine, a new
method of off-set printing. Ididn't want tochange because it meant moving to another
office, away from the peopleIhad worked with
for threeyears.
She spokeabruptly, "I'mafraidIwon'tgive
you advice. The answer seems clear to me, but
it isn'tmydecision."
Her confidence in the face of my question
silenced me. She changed the subject quickly
sensing my disconcert, and asked me to take
her home.
Iassented quickly. It seemed strangely ex-
citing to take her home. The flash of events
where we had happened upon each other had
never givenme the opportunityto be withher.
Iwas tired and a little high and she sug-
gested that she drivesoIcould rest.Ifelt sud-
denly self conscious.
"No, I'm fine. I'd just as soon."
"Do you think it's best?" she cautioned in
a quiet penetrating tone, as we neared the car.
Itook the driver's seat without answering.
It was after midnight and the roads were
clear.Istared ahead with my hands tense to
the steering wheel sensing themotionand silent
speed of the car against the asphalt. She was
facing forward, smiling slightly and relaxed
in the seat.
"Youdon't seem nervous aboutmy driving,"
Icommented.
"No, you seem competent," she replied. "I
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PATRICIA HOLLAHAN
Eye lands unfold lightly
flower into sleep
Ear drum dulls
Mouth-lines slacken
Breathing mellows,
Least muscles quivering,
Ripple Nirvana:
Slide silent
Into rising sea-swell
Go quietly
Into death.
'
PEGGYKENNEDY
SingingInThe Wilderness
The empty dayslie flattened,
scuffed by rubber soles.
Dwindling slowly like pavementpools
As hunger pinches in.
Burnt cigarette stubs the eyes black.
A fragile finger curving the hand but steel
—
The sparrowsin the eaves aredeafening.
My wrists veined withblue.
Singout the tomcats above their refusecans!
Eyespeerout fromhidden holes,
Illusive silhouettes. A star,
A silver skater careens across themoon
and disappears.
The wind swirls the tatteredscraps ofclouds
Beyond the staringsky, andsuddenlyIcry.
SPRING FRAGMENTS
Donna. A Continuation
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Your mind
is the infinite distance of mid-winter
frommine.
Cloud-covered,your breath
steam seals over
intoice;
my fingers,purpled,
scrape it to the raw.
Before the darkness hardens
overme,
Iwant torun,pouring intosome evening,
to where trees
scream their rudimentary consciousness
of pain.
CAROLYNEWRIGHT
TheMid-Winter Month
hope your job works out for you; you seem
so concerned."
Iwas distracted suddenly by a siren and
flashing lights behind me.Icut the steering
wheel sharply right and guided the car to the
road bed.Isaid, "damn" and pushed my door
open.
The lights from the patrol car blinded me
for a minute asIwalkedtowards it.Igripped
my hands to ease the sudden tension in my
arms and body.
WhenIreturnedDonna's eyes searched my
face.Iwas irritatedwithhersilent questioning
look and started the motor without speaking.
The patrolcar followedamileor so, then turn-
ed back.
"67th, you said?"Iasked finally, recogniz-
ing that we must be nearing her apartment.
"Yes, just turn left at the next intersec-
tion."
Ipulled in front of a small grey building.
Even in the darkness Inoticed the lines of
rain splotched dirt and the cracks across the
siding.Itwas oldandIhad expectedsomething
modern.
Igot out and went around the car to open
her door. She slid out and stood for a moment
hesitating whileIclosed the door behind her.
She spoke quietly.
"Would you like to come in? I'llmakesome
coffee."
Ihadn't expected the invitation andIfelt
torn to make a decision. She began walking
to the door, pulling a key from inside her coat
pocket. Ifollowed instinctively.
She turned with a smile, openingthe door in
the same moment.Isaid, "No, not tonight.It's
late," and walked awayand back to the car.
Ididn't see her again. As she had been
everywhere she was nowhere. And it was odd,
becauseIkept going to the same places.
Bright blasts beamed from the golden
ball busy sky-dodgingclouds.
Crab-reds and sand-shades
checker boarded beach and mixed
begrudgingly with pale anemics.
Towels flowered andblankets slept
beneath the heat, whileoil glossed
gold dripped salty sweat,heads lay
dead, and flesh limb lowered beyond the winds
chorus,and waveswashed only stones
never venturingnear the bountiful cloth.
Girls triedsleep and boys clam-eyed girls
between half winkedglances of unoticed
eyefulls.Bottles grew hot,beer warm
and wine drunk as eyes danced in glossy sockets.
Muscles clasped tenseand chests grew out as
strangers
strolled first unclad amid the season.
Chivalry bloomed asbleached maidens
cared to notice
strawberry hosedknights in waxed Detroit
chargers
with chromed hooves glossed in borrowed gold.
Engines roared and shiny boats slid gently
the waves
lip trailed by roped feet skipping the endless wake.
And constables cars drifted till five o'clock
while tired
pencils signed the weary citations face, and jolly
onlookers thanked somegod for their
breathless fate
amid the golden insanity.
MICHAEL DUGGAN
GoldenInsanity...
RAY PANKO
Storm
Icame toyou
In silence tonight.
Only the cracking
Of branches onyour window
Will break the stillness
Of your shallow breath.
Itouchyour hair,
Spreadacross yourpillow
Like a thousand half-memories,
But your silence lies
Lndisturbed
While stiff brances tap
The summer stars to death,
In prelude to theinfinite silence
Of alife we cannot share.
RAYPANKO
Your eyes
Hold the shadows
of the winter tundra.
Storm clouds
Move their footprints
Across the windburned ice.
The flowering
Of the Spring tundra
Is lost now;
Your eyes close
Night around my words.
The storm passes,
And the musk hare
Of your presence
Lies shaken,
Stiffened in a dying wind,
Tenously sheltered
by the wet fur of your lashes.
vator and CampionLounge.
COLOR IS used exclusivelyin
Watson's photos because he feels
it is more real and more ex-
pressive.
"I could write a book on the
choice of subject, and Inever
use the same backdrop twice.
Inphotographing people, height,
weight, hair-length, number of
expressions, and special facial
features are important."
"First of all Ifind something
that catches the eye," Watson
said. "I may spend one hour,
two hours, or all day to get a
good picture. A photographer is
always looking for a new twist,
and he has to do the picture in
an artistic way."
SINCE HE began taking pic-
tures, his three cameras have
cost him almost $1,000. His pres-
ent camera,aNikonF, cost $500,
and he spent $700 on equipment.
"I get the film (35mm) de-
veloped professionally because
it's too complicated and expen-
sive to do it alone," he said.
"A lot of the same backdrops
Iuse show up in The Seattle
Times and Seattle magazine,"
Tom said. Some of his work is
at the Seattle Art Museum in
the International Exhibit. He
also has an exhibit in the S.U.
library now.
HOLDIT:Tom Watson, S.U. rovingphotographer, roams
highfor that one special shot.
By SHERYL HENRY
"It's me and the world," says
Tom Watson about subject selec-
tion for his popular campus
photographs.
Watson, a 22-year-old gradu-
ating senior at S.U., calls pho-
tography his hobby, thoughnow
he plans it for his future.
HE HAS BEEN taking pic-
tures "seriously" for over a
year. He bought a camera when
he came to S.U. from Santa
Barbara, California, and he has
bought two more since then.
"I take pictures to express
myself, andIhope, to entertain
people," Watson said. "I've al-
ways been interested in the arts,
andIeven mademusic boxes at
one time."
WATSON EMPHASIZED the
creative aspect of his work and
the importance of simplicity.
"A photographer can start
with any subject and either
throw it up into the clouds or
destroy it," he noted. "Simple
lines, uneven spaces, and color
all help to break up a picture
and make it more interesting."
"I've probably had 150 photo-
graphs on campus this year,
Watson said; but he added, "I
don't know how many people
look at them." His pictures are
displayed in the Bellarmine ele-
We Get Letters...
be even just the editor are im-
posed on us all.
The Spectator, we feel, has sul-
lied our reputation and that of
Seattle University by printing ar-
ticles intended to degrade unjustly
the administration and the stu-
dents alike. If the editors wish to
print articles in line with the
views they have presented in the
past, they have every right to do
so; however, they donot have the
right to use our funds for that
purpose. We, the undersigned, will
not support any campus organiza-
tion or club whose function is
either partially or totally to mud-
dy our nameand the name of this
university to which we are com-
mitted.
Gary Ryan, Lloyd Erickson,
Stephen Throckmorton, John
Feser, Lary O'Lorenz, Greg
Nagel, Jerome Cunningham,
Paul Lenze, Paul Fimstahl,
Roger Murray,FrederickLen-
ze,Carroll Wheeldon, Richard
Simmons, James Webb, Jerry
Quigg, Margie MacDonald,
Richard Taylor, Glen Frick-
berg, George Burrows, Dan
Fields, John Petrie, Bill
Kuhns, Richard Deir, Mike
Benzel, Tom Carpenter, An-
thony Nicholas, Robert Klee,
SandraPatas,KennethDobson,
Joy Shela, Larry Mar, Nancy
Spaeth, Cosey Beecher, Cheryl
McCann, Mary Conyne, Marty
Miller, John Friedhoff, Celia
Carlson, Ann Conroy, Jim
Burlingame, Peggy Boyle,De-
nise Fischer, Alison Fry (plus
nine whose names were illegi-
ble)
God Alive and Well
To the editor:
In regard toMr. Martin Collins
letterof the last issue. Ihave only
one short question: who men-
tioned anywhere anything about
Thomism in the articleindicated?
Since Jesus Christ managed a
resurrection that was not a fraud,
perhaps His teachings were not
fraudulent, either.
In that case, the article in the
Vox Populi stands, for it was
Christianity that was being em-
ployed, not Thomism.God is dead
because we have replaced him
with other gods. That is the point
of the article. God will live again
only if we make Him relevant to
our lives. (I take it that "God is
dead" only means that He is not
important inour lives and that He
is not really dead.)
The article was a call to make
God relevant again. He is the only
ultimate justification for any pur-
pose of any kind. Take the chip
off your shoulder and re-read the
article.
Dennis Cantwell
Removal Petitioned
To the editor:
We, the undersigned, herebype-
tition The Spectator to change its
editorial policy. As a school or-
ganization paid for by the stu-
dents, it ought to make an effort
to reflect theviews and feelings of
the majority of the students, not
to distort them so that the feelings
of a very smallminority or may-
Nurses Join
Army Corps
Two S.U. student nurses
learned this week of their ac-
ceptance into the U.S. Navy
Nursing Corps. Kathy Aquino,
20, a juniornursing major from
San Gabriel, Calif., andMaryJo
Carel, another 20-year-old junior
nurse from Seattle, were the two
happy coeds.
The two will attend S.U. next
year receiving funds covering
their tuition and room andboard.
A year from this summer they
will enter Officers Candidate
School for four weeks in Rhode
Island.
Kathy is an active member of
Gamma Sigma Phi, women's
service organization, and Mary
Jo belongs to Sigma Kappa Phi,
S.U. nursing group.
Betta Gamma Sigma
ElectsNewOfficers
John Metejka will preside
over the Beta Gamma Sigma
meetings next year.Beta Gam-
ma Sigmais a national business
scholastic honorary. Elizabeth
Saumur is the vice president.
The spring initiation banquet
wasat theWindjammer thispast
month.New members presented
at the banquet were: Kathleen
Borlin,Dustin Frederick,Ronald
Hart, James Matasy, John
Matejka, Mike Palandri, Ange-
line Rontera, James Rhodes,
Elizabeth Saumur, Stephen
Throckmorton, Mike Tomaso,
Barbara Trarhte, and Martin
Williams.
Hiyus Elect Leaders
TheHiyuCoolees— S.U.'shiking
club— had election of officers at
their initiation overnight May
25-26.
Officers for the 1968-69 school
year are: Tom Mitchell, presi-
dent; Mary Beth Daigle, vice
president; Mildred (Bubbles)
Torgerson,secretary; Sue Lamb,
Treasurer.
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S.U. Nightingales Jazzed'
By Hospital Experiences
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Me and the World:
Film Fan Finds Fame
By PAULA LASCHOBER
What's so special about the
world of a student nurse at
S.U.? "Every day is an experi-
ence, moving, enjoyable, trau-
matic," says Mary Dolan, a
sophomore nursing student. An-
other nurse, Carole Hayward,
says it really "jazzes" her.
Besides the exhilaration and
the rewards, student nurses find
their chosen field at times diffi-
cult and at times frustrating.
The girls find that some pati-
ents get on their nerves, others
don't realize that the girls are
new and don't know everything
a Florence Nightengale is sup-
posed to know.
SOME RELIEF for the girls
is that the S.U. program teaches
that a nurse may show her emo-
tions; she can be a normal hu-
man being, not an emotionless
robot giving mechanical shots
and pills.
Some incidents test the girls,
as when they have to practice
giving shots
—
to one another.
DoriTaylor said,"The first shot
to a patient is really a trauma-
tic experience; you think you
can't get it through the skin."
She got the courage to go on
by thinking, "He who hesitates
is lost."
AND WHAT attitude should
you take when your patient is
male, 21 and good looking, asks
Mary. And whatabout whenyou
have to give your first bedbath
and the patient is a nun? Those
eight years of awe for "Sister"
in grade schools aren't erased
yet.
The rewards of the work make
up for the problems, the nurses
agreed.Barb Sterlingsaid,"You
progress so far in learning to
accept people."Dori remember-
edan uncooperativepatient who
soon respondedto a show of in-
terest; "she was actually more
scared than unfriendly." This
was the high point in her train-
ing: seeing what improvement
just a little help can bring.
SUE BLAKESLEY, a junior
nursing student, "had ten chil-
dren last quarter"
—
in the ob-
tetrics ward.She finds her work
in OB the "most rewarding"be-
cause she can follow a patient
through the end of pregnancy
and delivery,and then go to the
home afterward to show the
mother how to care for the baby.
Sue said this allowed her to
develop a "great personal in-
terest in and friendship with the
mother."
What about the movies with
the handsome young doctor
meeting gorgeous young nurse
and finding love at first sight
over the operating table? The
students said very regretfully
that "both sides are too busy
to notice one another very
much."
THE GIRLS felt that the pro-
gram at S.U. was set up to give
a student some leeway on what
she wants to learn and the pace
at which she assimilatesit. They
agreed that it was a very com-
petitive program,but because it
is smallit has great advantages
in terms of personal, friendly
relationshipswith the instructors
and with other students.
"You eat,sleep and live nurs-
ing," said Sue, as the concept
of professionalism is ingrained
in the students. The girls receive
most of their training at Proyi-
dence, Children's Orthopedic,
Veteran's and the U.S. Public
Health Service Hospital. They
also visit nursing homes and
mental institutions and spend
time in a doctor's office to give
them as broad a program of
training and experience as pos-
sible.
So what makes a student
nurse's life so special? It seems
to be finding every day more
reasons for beingglad the choice
was nursing. Said Mary, "It's
the experienceor people, the ex-
perience of yourself, it's like
really living."
COLLEGE STUDENTS
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
Our better men last year averaged over $170.00
weekly. This year's opportunity is even greater.
$15,000 SCHOLARSHIP AWARDS $15,000
Participate in competition for individual
scholarship awards up to $3,000.00
Win-
Ford Station Wagon
Boston Whaler
Full-length Mink Coat
Other Valuable Awards
MANAGEMENT TRAINING
Qualified men will be given opportunity to develop
management skills in sales and sales training, office
procedures, personnel control, etc.
NO EXPERIENCE
Requirements: Over 18, neat appearance, cooperative
attitude, above average intelligence.
Transportation furnished.
IMMEDIATE INTERVIEWS
Phone Mr.Green. 9:30 to 1:00
— MA 3-7676
Driverless Car Misses Coeds
SPRING QUARTER 1968 EXAMINATION SCHEDULE
COURSES EXAMINATION TIME
1and 2 CREDIT HOUR CLASSES
with first scheduled weekly class at:
8:10 Monday Friday, June 7 8:10-9:00
8:10 Tuesday Thursday, June 6 8:10- 9:00
9:10 Monday Wednesday, June 5 8:10- 9:00
9:10 Tuesday Tuesday, June 4 8:10- 9:00
10:10 Monday Friday, June 7 9:10-10:00
10:10 Tuesday Thursday, June 6 9:10-10:00
11:10 Monday Wednesday,June 5 9:10-10:00
11:10 Tuesday Tuesday, June 4 9:10-10:00
12:10 Monday Friday, June 7 3:10- 4:00
12:10 Tuesday Thursday, June 6 3:10- 4:00
1:10 Monday Wednesday,June 5 4:10- 5:00
3, 4 and 5 CREDIT HOUR CLASSES meeting regularly at:
8:10 - Friday, June 7 10:10-12:00
9:10 Thursday, June 6 10:10-12:00
10:10 Wednesday, June 5 10:10-12:00
11:10 Tuesday, June 4 10:10-12:00
12:10 Friday, June 7 1:10-3:00
1:10 Thursday, June 6 1:10-3:00
2:10 Wednesday, June 5 1:10-3:00
3:10 Tuesday, June 4 1:10-3:00
4:10 Tuesday, June 4 3:10-5:00
All Hs 103 sections Wednesday, June 5 3:10- 5: 00
Rooms: Quiz:
A— LA 219 D— LA 224 G— E 111 /
B— LA 319 E— BA 402 H— E 118
C-P 305 F— P 303 I— LA 124
The following courses which meet only one day a Week will
have the final examination on the last class day:
Art 453 Ph 493 PE 318 Bl 112 Art 335 JArt 348
Hs 200 Pis 460 EE 374 Art 221 Art 336 Art 351
Hs 498 Sc 482 EE 424 Art 323 Art 346 Art 352
HE 315 PE 167 EE 462 Art 334 Art 347 Art 353
N 207
All classes inconflict with this schedule, classes not provided
for, andlab only classes will be tested in last scheduled class
period.
A driverless car left a swath
of damagealongJames St. Wed-
nesday when it careened two
blocks down a steep hill near
Campion Tower, narrowly miss-
ing two S.U. coeds.
The runaway vehicle smashed
a street sign at 11th and James,
bounced off a parked car, and
crashed through a picket fence
to come to rest against the front
porch of a house at 620 11th St.
THE OCCUPANTS of the
house, Mr. and Mrs. Robert
White, were not injured. Dam-
at 10th and James when the car
emerged "out of nowhere." It
bounced across a dividingisland
and entered the street, missing
an oncoming car by inches.
Investigatingpolice officer R.
T. Moffitt said that the car, a
1958 Chevrolet registered to a
John Eastman of 430 E.Howell
St.,was set inreverse.The park-
ing brake was not set.
None of the witnesses saw
where the car began its free-
wheelingride. In the absence of
its owner, it was towed to the
police garage.
age to the parkedcar, aRenault
owned by Penny Hartman, an
S.U. sophomore, was estimated
at $150.
Two unidentified coeds nar-
rowly escaped injury when the
car jumped onto the sidewalk.
Warned by a shout fromanother
group of girls, they jumped into
the bushes at the edge of the
walk as the car volleyed past.
THE OTHER GIRLS, sopho-
mores Sharon Koga, Mary Hal-
tiner, and Margie Hoing, said
they were crossing to Campion
10
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Roll Called for S.U.s Class of '68
StephenClark, Timothy Clark,Ella
Clarke, Audrey Clayton, Mary
Cleary, Priscilla Cohen, Tom Co-
lello, John Collins, Suzanne Col-
well, Geoffrey Comfort.
Michael Conlon, Kathleen Con-
ners, Edward Constantine, Nancy
Conyers, Maria Cooper, Daniel
Corby, Nicholas Corning, Carol
Corrigan, Constance Corrigan,
Elizabeth Corrigan, Kenneth Cox,
Jeffrey Craig, Del Roy Crane,
and Lawrence Crumet.
MARY CULLINANE, James
Cummings, Kenneth Cummings,
Dorothy Curran, John Czak, Har-
old Daly, Bruce Damon, Karen
Daniel, Cheryl David, Charles
Davies, Madelon Davies, Martin
Davies, Elizabeth Davis, James
Davis, and Mary Davis.
Charles Day, Barbara Dean,
Tim Decker, Daniel DeLeuw, Ber-
nita DeLong, Dennis DeMille, Su-
san Demmel, Sarah Denison, Ru-
dolf Denkinger, Hurley Deßoin,
Frances Derrig, „ Alma DeSaul-
niers, Sr. Irene
'
Desautels, and
Richard Desimone.
William Dick, Lawrence Dick-
son, David Diol, Cheryl Dittman,
Anthony Dobson, Michael Dolan,
Paul Domres, Marianne Donahue,
William Donahue, Ellen Donohoe,
David Dornfield, Janet Doub, Bri-
an Dougherty, James Dougherty,
and Michael Dougherty.
James Doyle, Susan Doxsee,
Stephenie Doyle, Marilyn Dube,
Carmel DeMont, Lucy DeMont,
Marilee Dunham, Beverly Dunn,
James Dunn, Janet Dupas, Ken-
neth Eiler, Carl Eisenbrey, Ter-
resa Eitenberg, Arthur Ellis, Bar-
bara Ellis, RonaldEllis andKath-
erine Eisner.
Carroll Emry, Mary Epperson,
John Espedal, Ronald Espiritu,
Kristi Everett, Edward Everitt,
Ludmila Faber, Larry Fahey, Da-
vid Fairbanks, Marilyn Fanning,
Rae Farmer, Marianne Fattorini,
Dorothy Fennimore, Joel Fergu-
son, Sharon Ferguson and Gerard
Fielder.
JANE FINCH, R. James Fish-
er, John Fitterer, Richard Fitter-
er, Sharon Flanagan, Mary Flem-
ing, Paul Fleury, Diana Fogel-
berg, Kathleen Foley, Antoinette
Fortin, Timothy Fountain, Bar-
bara Fowler, Kay Franta, Mari-
lyn Franzin, Robert Frause, pus-
tin Frederick, Francis Frediani
and Virgil Freeburg.
James Freeman, Roger Fritz,
Mary Ann Frushour, Diana Fuj-
mara, John Fundeen, Joseph Fus-
co, Suzanne Gabler,Daniel Gadler,
Maureen Gaffney, Frances Ga-
Bachelor's degrees will
be awarded to 666 seniors
at commencement Sunday.
Those receiving Master's
degrees will number 113.
The commencement list
was released Wednesday
by the Registrar's office.
The names follow in alpha-
betical order.
Margaret Abhold, James Ad-
ams, Louella Ahakuelo, Kathleen
Ainslie, Donald Akagi, Terry Al-
brecht, Katherine Aldridge, Sheila
Allison, Willem Alma, Allen An-
derson, Roger Anderson, Kenneth
Angell, Allen Ashby, Patricia
Auld, and Robert Austin.
Julie Avery, William Ayres,
Paul Bader, Victoria Baginski,
Peter Baidoo, Patricia Bailey,
Marshall Baines, Robert Bairdi,
Michael Baker, Hugh Bangasser,
Sally Barclay,Louis Barei, Nancy
Barrett, Anita Bartholdi, Carolyn
Basom and Gordon Bassett.
Robert Bastasch, Helaine Ba-
vier, Linnea Baxter, Stephen Bax-
ter, Sandra Beall, Mary Jo Beau-
mont, Arnold Beezer, Bonnie
Behre, Brianne Bell, Senja Bello,
Alfred Bennett, Mary Jane Ben-
nett, Jon Benton, Herbert Berg
and Elaine Berge.
MICHAEL BERGER,Lynn Ber-
ry,Michael Berry, Richard Bian-
chi, Carolyn Biteman, Billy Blair,
Jack Bloodworth, James Bloom-
field, Bernard Bluhn, Margaret
Boisjolie, Richard Bold, Michael
Boler, Marilyn Bolvin, Margaret
Boni, Daniel Bonney, and David
Borden.
JaniceBorden, Ronald Boucher,
Barbara Boucke, Stephen Bow,
Robert Bowman, Margaret Boyle,
Patrick Bradley, Michael Bridg-
ham, Leslie Brillon, Gomez Brow-
der, Liza Brown, Roger Brown,
Margaret Browne, Duane Brown-
ing, and TerriBryant.
Walter Brynn, Janice Burke, Ju-
dith Burns, Judith Burnstin, Ma-
ria Butenko, Maurica Byrne,
Eileen Cahill, Frances Call, Fran-
ces Callaway, Joseph Camden,
James Cameron, Mary Campion,
Cathleen Cane, Robert Carlson,
Cathleen Carney, Wayne Carter,
Alexander Case, Patricia Cason,
Joseph Cassidy, and Salvatore
Cataldo.
Michael Cawdrey,Sandra Cerne,
Thomas Champoux, Barbara
Chase, Paula Cheshire, Wayne
Chesledon, Ethel Chisholm, Rich-
ard Christensen, Michael Cimino,
Catherine LeCugna, Michael
Lee,Paul Lee, Robert Lee, James
Legaz, Clare Lentz, Paul Lenze,
Elmer Leonard, Robert Levinson,
Richard Libao, Eugene Leiberg,
Mary Lightfoot,WilliamLindberg,
Doug Lindsay and Sr. Eymard
Linnane.
Alice Linscott, BarbaraLinscott,
Linda Linsler, Ineva Long, Ger-
ald Lovchik, Ann Lustig, Moses
Luyombya, Kathryn Lynch, Kath-
leen Lynch, Judy Lyons, Mary
MacDougal, Anne Machung, Hunt-
er MacKay, David Maddock, Ro-
bert Maguire, Mary Madden and
Sr. ElizabethMaher.
Margaret Mahony, Abraham
Makavore, Larry Mar, William
Marchand, Barbara Marchbanks,
James Maroldo, -John Marron,
Janet Marshall, Helen Martin,
John Martin, Suzanne Martineau,
Kathleen Martinez, Peter Matron-
ic and Robert Matter.
Gary Mattison, Cheryl McCann,
Elizabeth McCarthy, James Mc-
Carthy, Peggy McCarthy, Sr. Con-
cetta McCourtney, Patricia Mc-
Ginn, DonaldMcHugh, Sheila Me-
Hugh, Janet Mcllwaine, John Mc-
Ilwaine, Ronald McKenzie and
Anne McKeon.
CAULEEN MCKNIGHT, Dennis
McMahon, Noel McMurray, Wil-
liam McNair, Mary McNamara,
Marilyn McQuade, Terence Mc-
Tigue, Lawrence McWilliams, Su-
sanneMeasure, Frederick Niebus,
Judy Medeiros, Kathleen Meehan,
Margaret Meehan and Karen
Meislahn.
Michael Merrick, Michael Met-
calf, George Meulomans, Pamela
Meyer,StevenMezich, Roman Mi-
chalak, Gary Mickenson, Eddie
Miles, James Miller, Michael Mill-
er, Phyllis Miller, Roman Millett,
Elizabeth Mitchell,MichaelMitch-
ell, Minako Mito and John Mona-
han.
Gary Mongrain, Linda Monney,
Carla Montante, Marilyn Moore,
Melvin Moore, William Morchin,
Harold Morehead, Shirley Mor-
elli, Patricia Morgan, Thomas
Morrin, MariMorris, Robert Mor-
ris, Charles Morton, Patricia Mos-
man andMichael Mullen.
Robert Mullen, Elizabeth Mul-
lin, Alan Muscatel, Rosemary
Muscolo, Mitsuko Nakajima, Sr.
Mary Vincent Nakawesa,Marsel-
lina Nayige, Curtis Nealen, Mi-
chael Nealen, Paul Neeson, Brian
Nelson, Christine Nelson, Kenneth
Nelson, William Nelson and Rich-
ard Neumann.
Mary Nickerson,LucyNieckarz,
Marjorie Nielsen, Michael Noble,
Rodger Noel, Veronica Nooney,
Stephen Normn, John Oakland,
EdmondOberti, Maureen O'Brien,
Margaret O'Callaghan, Cheryle
O'Conner and Gary Oczkewicz.
Bernardine O'Keefe, Neil O'-
Leary, Bernadette Ogle, Cecil Oli-
phant, Michael O'Neil, Molly O'-
Neil, James O'Neill, Peter Ong-
stad, John Oordt, Judiann Orlan-
do, William Osborne, Jeannette
Osterfield, Diane Pacheco and
John Panagiotou.
Raymond Panko, Kathleen Pa-
radis, MarieParadis,DonaldPar-
da, Terry Paslay, Charles Pear-
son, Dennis Panney, John Penny,
RobertPenski, Mary Perich, Ron-
ald Perry, Patrice Person, Carol
Peters, Catherine Pyatt, Robert
Petersen and Elizabeth Peterson.
Sharon Peterson, Mary Petrie,
William Pfeiffer, Judith Phillips,
William Pickering, Michael
Pierce, Sr.Mary BertrandPinsch,
Clayton Pitre, Alfred Pletz, Ruth
Polhemus, Richard Pratt, Ken-
neth Prier, James Purcell and
John Pyatt.
gola, David Gambrel, Robert Gar-
nett, Weyman Garrett, Patricia
Garrod, JosephGarske and Bruce
Gaumond.
Margaret G c h1 c n, Geraldine
Gems, Mary Geraghty, Robert
Gerend, Therese Ghosn, Linda
Gimness, Sanford Glazer, Patricia
Glenn, Mary Glump, Patricia Gof-
fette, Margaret Golden, Eleanor
Goligoski, Harvey Goninan, Mar-
garet Good and Terry Gordon.
CeliaGorman, Thomas Gorman,
Roy Gorud, Therese Gosselin,
James Grabicki, Mary Grady,
William Granville, John Green-
field, GeraldGribble, Hilliard
Griffin, James Griffin, Joan Grif-
fin, Mary Ann Griffin, Thomas
Grimm, Linda Guay and Robin
Guay.
Douglas Guerrero, Rose Guske,
Alfred Hall, Patrick Halliday,
Thomas Hamilton, Sheila Hanley,
Thomas Hannick, James Hansen,
John Hansen, Richard Hanson,
Charles Harbaugh, CarolHarbolt,
James Hardy, Maureen Hardy,
James Hargreaves and Gail Har-
mon.
James Harper, Anna Harris,
Gail Harris, William Harris,
Thomas Harry, Cynthia Hart,
John Hart, Ronald Hart, Barbara
Hartline, Susan Hartman, Irene
Harvey, Genie Haugland, Char-
leenHauser, Walter Havens, John
Hays and Lawrence Hazard.
GeraldHealy, Henry Healy, Ro-
bert Heaton, Mary Heck, Ken
Heckard, Kurt Heidergott, Linda
Hem, Raymond Heltsley, James
Heneghan, Barbara Hentges, Ce-
cily Hentschell,GeraldHentschell,
Charles Herdener, James Herron,
Patricia Hess and John Hewitt.
IDA HILL, Margaret Hill, Ro-
bertHill, Mary Hilton, Mary Hin-
dery, Fred Hoberecht, Edward
Hoffman, James Hoffman, Jer-
ome Hofmeister, Clark Hogle,
Paul Holman, Kathleen Hopps,
Patricia Horngren, Susan Hos-
king, Jane Hosterman and Rich-
ard Houser.
Robert Huber, Kathleen* Hud-
dleston, Ann Heuber, Michael
Hughes, Robert Hughes, John
Humphrey, Patricia Hunter, Sr.
Elizabeth Hurley, Bro. Richard
Ibach, Albert Ingalls and Alice
Irwin.
Harvey Jackson, Nancy Jansen,
DavidJarvis, Thomas Jay, Gwen-
dolyn Johnson, Leslie Johnson,
Neil Johnson, Phyllis Johnson,
Kathryn Jones, Susanne Jones,
Camelia Jordan, Justine Jordan,
Anna Joyce, Michael Jurus, Mi-
chaelKaczor, Bonnie Kalb,James
Kamel and Thomas Kautzky.
Sheila Kawate, Mary Kay, Karl
Kaye,NormanKeck, Susan Keely,
Michael Keenan, Michael Keller,
Kathleen Kelly, Maggie Kennedy,
Peggy Kennedy, Gail Kennelly,
John Kerschner, John Kettmann,
William Kick, Nannette Kiernan
and Leslie Kilbourne.
James Killian, Edward Kintz,
Lawrence Kirchoff, Robert Kirk-
man, Michael Kissler, Barbara
Klaassen, James Lieffner, Betty
Kline, CelesteKline, JamesKline-
felter,KarlKloster,CliffordKnott,
Barbara Koenig, Julie Koenig,
Paul Koenig, William Kononen,
Carolyn Koreski, Rayanne Kou-
tecky, Judith Kovats and John
Kreiger.
WILLIAM KUHNS, Catherine
LaCugna, LorraineLaferriere,
Gary LaFlam, Cynthia Lam,
Mary Lamb, Robert Lander, Ju-
dithLandry, Emmett Lane, Mary
Lang, Bridget Larkin, Jeremiah
Lavell, Shelby Law, Roger Leath-
erman and Marilynn Lebo.
Mary Quinn, Ivan Quittanton,
Bruce Radue, Adrienne Ramsdell,
Meg Rankin, Joanne Rappe, John
Rassier, Bill Ray, Cassandra
Read, Robert Reds, Margaret
Reichlin, Sr. Mary Agnes Reich-
lin, Brigid Reilly, Patricia Reiss,
Thomas Reko and MichaelReifel.
Larry Reynolds, John Ribbe,
Jay Riebe, Richard Riel, Jane
Riese, Helena Riordan, Patricia
Riordan,DorotheaRoberts, James
Roberts, Mary Robinson, Gerald
Roediger, Laurene Rogers, Ray-
ola Rohay, Karen Roy and Greg-
ory Rund.
MARY RYALL, Dennis Ryan,
Sr. Patricia Ryan, Lee Sachs,
Sharon Safioles, Michael Salmon,
William Sanders, Craig Saran,
Dwight Sasten, Jerome Savage,
RoseMary Scarpelli, Rudolf
Schaad, Mary Schachtsick, Kath-
leen Scherrer and Patricia
Schmitt.
Patriia Scholes, John Schorr,
Frank Schreck, Craig Schreiter,
Patricia Schroeder, Thomas
Schwartz, Pamela Searcy, Judith
Seiwerath, Bro. Martin Sellner,
James Shanley, Dorothy Sheehan,
Virginia Shelley, Margaret Shroy-
erandJudith Skiba.
Jackson Slingerland, Constance
Smith, Helen Smith, Lor c 11a
Smith, Sally Smith, Theresa
Smith, Donald Soltera, Michael
Soltero, Donald Sommer, Charles
Sommers, Louis Spear, Jerry
Spring, Gregory Staeheli, Thomas
Stamnes and Vernetta Steele.
Patricia Scholes, John Schorr,
son, William Stevens, Colleen
Stewart, Ann Stieglitz, Thomas
Stilwater, Thomas Stone, Karla
Strom, A. Claire Suguro, Joan Sul-
lican, Keong Sun, Donald Sunder-
land, Gary Susak and Barbara
Swan.
JOHN SWEENEY, Mitsuru Ta-
mura, John Tawney, Birdell Tay-
lor, Donald Taylor, Timothy Ten-
to, Teresa Thomas, Doris Thomp-
son, AnnThornton, MargaretTiel-
ka, Ellen Tolon, Myson Thong,
Mike Torre, Harry Toshi, Cheryl
Trebon, David Trochim.
Byrd Tucker, John Turner, Mar-
ilyn Turner, Charles Twine, John
Twohy, Gary Uhlenkott, Charles
Uhlman, ChamanUlacia, Cathryn
Vanderzichtand Rosemary Vargo.
Brent Vaughters, Donald Vaux,
Linda Vehige, Diana von Phul,
Irene von Tobel, John Wagaman,
Dana Waggoner, Edmund Wag-
ner, Gary Wainscott, Theresse
Wakin, Barbara Walch, Dennis
Waldron and Yvonne Waldbilling.
Mary Walker, Vie Walling,
Eileen Walsh, Michael Wartelle,
Leland Weaver, Julia Webb, Phyl-
lis Weber, Marianne Wegner, Jan-
et Weiland, Mary Welch, Mary
Welcome and Josephine Weller.
SUSAN WELLS, Michael
Welsch, Betty Welsh, Cynthia
West, Janet Westberg, Robert
West o n, Terry Waley, Kevin
Whinihan, Christianne White, Jes-
sica White, Teresa White and
Fred Whyte.
Stephen Wight, Joseph Willard,
Ann Willette, Kathryn Willhight,
Stephen Williams, Donna William-
son, GeorgeWillis, Jerome Wilson,
Joan Wimberg, Pamela Wiper,
Sr. Frances Wirth, Roger Wise-
man,Dorothy Witkowski and Lar-
ry Wolfe.
Gary Wood, Patty Wolny, Don
Wong, Jane Wurzel, Sharon Yates,
Clara Yee, Eugene Yerabek,John
Vim, Dave Young, Judy Young,
Maxine Zemko, Patricia Zens and
David Zimmar.
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Vice Squad, Sixth Floor, Cham-
bers and Forum.
The basketball championship
went to the Chambers this year
and thevolleyballcrown is worn
by the Forum. The Trillos took
softball and theA PhiO'sproved
to be the best in the spring golf
meet.
The Chambers won the spring
tennis crown. Last year the
Chamberswon the overall crown.
Track Results Given
The '67-'6B intramural cham-
pionship goes to the Nads, direc-
tor of intramuralsBarney Koch
has announced. The Nads won
the football championship, the
fall golf meet and the spring
track meet on their way to the
title.
The Nads also finished high in
the other sports as they edged
out the A Phi O's for the over-
all championship. Following the
two leaders were the Trillos,
Nads Wrest Intramural
Championship fromChambers
THE SPECTATOR
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Frat Spat Won
By A Phi O's
The A Phi O's took both ends
of a "frat-spat" yesterday. The
men-in-red took the morning
softball game 5-3 and the after-
noon basketball game, 39-34.
The softball star for the all-
conquering A Phi O's was Bill
Bob who crasheda homerun and
a triple. The basketball hero
was Rich Schierburg as he
banged in 13 points.
The A Phi O's now are the
first winnersof the newlyestab-
lished Gill-Hickey trophy which
will mark inter-fraternity athle-
tic supremacy.
By TERRY ZAREMBA
I
This is the last issue of the year which necessarily
ans this will be the last column thatIam allowed to
ite this year. It's really been great.
By and large,S.U. enjoyed a remarkablysuccessful
ir sports-wise which made it a fabulous year sports
vs-wise. The brand spanking new soccer team,coached
Hugh McArdle,kicked the sports year off to a good
rt by sweepingto a winningseason.
Meanwhile, the intramural season, which ran fairly
oothly this year,got off to a good start with football,
c Nads finally won the football crown, but only after
iby-now-famous "quick count" game.
IN THAT MEMORABLE contest, a referee called a
ay-of-game penalty against the Nads and then called
game over before the Nads, who were on the two-
"d line,couldget off another play.
While this was transpiring, a new basketball coach,
\^KK^Kl^^^^^K^^^^m^ Bucky Buckwalter, was trying to train a young group of
athletes how to win basketball games. Buckwalter's ros-
ter included only four seniors and two non-letterman
iuniors.
When the first game rolled around, two Chieftain
seniors, John VVilkins and Steve Looney, joined three
sophomores, Tom Little, Lou West and Jim Gardner, as
starters to try to stop the powerful University of New
Mexico Lobos. They failed to dump the Lobos and, as
the young season grew into middle age, the Chiefs be-
came mired ina losingrecord.
They reached their nadir (5-12) of the season about
the time Fr.Gerard Steckler submitted his famous "drop
basketball" letter. However, the Chiefs did a sharp turn-
about at this point and went on to knock off nine of their
last ten foes to finish with a 14-13 record for the year.
THE WINNING RECORDpreserved aChieftain skein
of 18 years of winning basketball seasons. The year-end
statistics reflected an image of better things to come as
Little and West finished one-two inscoring and West and
Gardner stripped the boards clean to lead Chieftain re-
bounders.
In addition, the S.U. frosh basketball team, the Pa-
pooses, blitzed their way to a 23-1 season under Coach
Schalow. A whole passel of this year's Papooses are ex-
pected to be strong contenders for starting positions on
nextyear's varsity.
It was an interesting and, as it turned out, success-
ful first season for Bucky Buckwalter and his charges.
And the Chieftain basketball future looks rosy.
THE THIRD BEST basketball team on campus was
The Chambers. These men in orange were easy winners
of the intramural championship.
Spring finally rolled around and S.U. confronted the
athletic worldwitn crew,Baseball, tennis and golf teams.
The baseball team waltzed to a 25-8 record and wrapped
up the city championship by dumping the U.W. two of
three gamesand SPCthree of four.
The golf teaminitiated the season with three straight
losses, then bombed in with 16 wins and one tie. The ten-
nis team, meanwhile, was building a 16-4 record as All-
American Tom Gorman romped through the season un-
defeated.
THE CHIEFTAIN netsmen's excellent showing se-
cured an invitation to the NCAA championships to be
held next month in San Antonio, Texas. Crew, which
earlier in the year had been raised to varsity sport sta-
tus, did a good job against some rough and tumble com-
petition.
In spring intramurals, the Trillos socked it to the
Nads to take the softball championship, but the Nads ran
away with the track title and were the over-all intra-
mural winners.
The athletic department managed to come up with
the cream of the Seattle area basketball talent this year.
From all appearances, it looks as though strong foun-
dations are being laid for the Buckwalter dynasty.
Yes, when it was '67-'6B, it was a very goodyear.
INTO THE STRETCH: Steve Conklin (left) has a very
slight lead on Rick Lorenz as they head for the finish in
the 220-yard dash. Conklin held on to his lead to win the
event in the intramural track meet held Sunday.
Spectator Photo by DonConrard
Hendrickson (N), Benzel (APO)—
5-ft 8. Shot Put— Fountain (APO),
Nejasmich (APO), Russell (SF),
Deßoin (T), Antoncich (N), Knott
(\)_4o-ft. 6.
The following are the results
from last Sunday's intramural
track meet held at West Seattle
Stadium. The participants were
the Nads (N), Party (P), Trillos
(T), SixthFloor (SF), A PhiO's
(APO), Born Losers (BL) and
Chiefs (C).
440 Relay
—
Nads (Lorenz, Hen-
drickson, Warren, Winmill); A Phi
O's, Trillos, Sixth Floor, Party,
Born Losers Time
—
:46.8. Mile—
Macke (P), Fay (SF), Layman
(T), Greiner (P), Raspoli (N)—
Time— s:o3.B. 440 Dash— Madden
(SF), Zaremba (P), Benzel (APO)
Miller (T).Hart (N), Wong (BL)
—Time—: 52.5. 100 Dash— Conklin
(T), Warren (N), Derr (SF), Za-
vaglia (APO), Clark (P)— Time:
11.0. 880 Relay
—
Nads, Party,
Sixth Floor, Trillos, A Phi O's—
Time
—
1:40.0. 220 Dash— Conklin
(T), Lorenz (N), Zavaglia (APO),
Merrick (P), Time— :26.0. 880—
Muto (P), Clark (P), Barlogio
(APO), Wong (BL), Nejasmich
(APO), Sweeney (N).
—
Time
—
2:05. Mile Relay
—
Sixth Floor
(Dsrr, Traylor, Coe, Madden),
Party, Trillos, Born Losers, A
Phi O's, Nads. Time— 3:s4. Broad
Jump— Lorenz (N), Conklin (T),
Warren (N), Macke (P), Kinley
(BL), Zavaglia (APO)— I9-ft. 11.
High Jump
—
Kenny (N), Dough-
erty (C), Hansen (SF), West (T),
Thank You,
Mary Ellen
Thank heaven for girls like
MaryEllenGarvey whotyped
a lot of this sports stuff.
WEDDING INVITATIONS ft (SJf-^Cr""1
I Spring Special
— , /Lffef^fSLi^
15% discount | (-OTL I%^^
Count on us to do a perfect **-ri^^^xv^^printing job for your ' \
weddingannouncements v^Sc^"
and invitations.
All our work is done with the most
up-to-date equipment.And it shows.
®Call
us soon.
EA 3-3577
HEATH PRINTERS
1617 BOYLSTON " SEATTLE, WASH 98122
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of S.U.s School of Business has
announced.
The new requirement is effec-
tive June 1, andapplies to MBA
graduate students, desiring to
enter S.U. during the 1968 fall
quarter and subsequent quar-
ters.
Flower Town Greets S.U. Guru
has instructed Executive Think-
ing courses at S.U., will direct
the program here. Fr. O'Brien
will remain a member of the
S.U. Jesuit community while in
San Francisco.
Seattle University's School of
Business will require the Admis-
sions Test for Graduate Study in
Business for all applicants to
the University's Master of Busi-
ness Administration program,
Dr. James W. Robertson, dean
MBA Grad Students to Take Test
gram, like the honors program,
uses a seminar format aimed at
increasingcommunication by the
participants through discussion
of works from Plato to Freud.
Fr.MichaelToulouse,S.J., who
drama andmusic; MaureenSan-
ti, homecoming; Phil Ropo,
ROTC; Jim Merlino, sports;
Patty Shank, dorms; Dick Bor-
da, paste-up; Nancy Reed, in-
dex; Melinda Lucum, theme;
Vicki Artis, service groups and
honoraries.
Other students who will be
working with the staff areMari-
lyn Barbara,Dee Dee Duphiney,
Randy Staudacher, Doug Mc-
Knight, JoeZavaglia, Alice Mul-
vey andGail Sheppard.
Sammons stressed that many
opportunities are open on the
Aegis staff and welcomed any-
one interested inhelping.
Sammons Announces Aegis Staff
Appointments to the 1968-69
Aegis staff were announced yes-
terday by Aegis editor John
Sammons. Holdingkey positions
on next year's book will be
MaryKehoe and John Sollom.
Mary, 21, an education major
from Seattle, will be photo-coor-
dinating editor.
Sollom, 20, a journalism ma-
jor fromBremerton, willbe copy
editor.
Other editorial positionson the
Aegis staff will include Chele
Moquin, editorial assistant; Cin-
dy Shively, spiritual; Liz Marti-
nez, AWS and ASSU; Greg Di
Martin, clubs; Sharon Jameson,
Fr. Thomas L. O'Brien, S.J.,
who founded S.U.s honors pro-
gram about nine years ago and
has conducted the Executive
Thinking Program for business-
men, will go to San Francisco
June 15 to establish a headquar-
ters for the latter program in
that area.
Fr. O'Brien has been on sab-
batical leave from the honors
program the past year to devel-
op the Executive Thinking Pro-
gram. He has conducted semi-
nars in the program for The
BoeingCo., in Olympia for State
officials and in Everett and Ta-
coma.
James Tallarico, acting head
of the honors program, has been
asked to continue as director.
The Executive Thinking Pro-
SMOKE SIGNALS
Reminders
A Phi O book return, Wednes-
day through next Friday, noon to
4 p.m. across from the book store.
Hiyu Coolees summer schedules
are available in the L.A.Building.
"Cut 80% Off Study Time for Medical Examination"
says Steve Larson, University of Washington
GIVES CREDIT TO COURSE pjZH
IN READING DYNAMICS J^^ll
"I could never have done il without \feflß
preparing for the national medical A
examinations,Iactually covered the \m
review of large amounts of technical ':':;jMj J^^MP\ » Jm
material in less than one-fifth the time imE \Jb -^111
it would normally have taken according
* Spr "^^^^M^jj %
Here is what other Reading Dynamics graduates say about the course:
"D a a iv * " i 11 " "I was thrilled with my 4.0 grade "Reading Dynamics has been aRead depthmaterial well inexcess .   trpmpnrlrais aid in mv <stuHip«
i . . j» last auarter Icould never go ire e aou a y biuuies. ..of ten times my beginning speed." vVV v! A a „'" my reading time has been short-back to horse-and-buggy reading. an(J ade morepleasurable -"
S.V.,School Teacher A p University Student R.«., College Student
Now...see how you can get a whole term's reading under
your belt in just two weeks... speedup
i^: jipj^* your reading7to10 times,or even faster!
* " MgmttMMm^ If you are an average student carrying a standard study load, you
'■" " j have the capacity to read— in just two weeks— every single textbook
gJZ \ ""■"""
"** Jl for every single course in your curriculum. What's more, you will
siKhM*^*^ / t fu^y understand and remember whai you read for a long, long lime.y^femi il / Literally thousands of Reading Dynamics graduates have learned to
■~~— *-~|| VHHHBfHjflr xead seven to ten times faster. They read an average novel in about
H |/ anhour
—
all the articles in TIMEmagazine in25minutes
— textbooks
f"'"""*?'?"^B!»j22^^^_y at the rate of 5-10 pages a minute. These people aren't "brains" or
JW*NBHKKH^K? mental freaks. Many are individuals who once read as slowly as you
SBBhI M: — poking along at the national average reading rateof 250-400 words
I per minute. Reading Dynamics offers you a permanent escape from
'i"f/j the "reading rut" and its effect uponyour grades and free time. You'll
jSjKHSfiBS^ have no trouble knocking off a book a day, and have time left over!
P**^BBi Come to one of the free demonstrations listed below and find outhow
wa Reading Dynamics can work for you. No kidding, it really will!
Attend one of the special Reading Dynamics
presentations below. There is no charge . ..
BELLEVUE, JUNE 3, 8 P.M. — Village Inn— 821104th N.E.Bellevue
UNIV.DISTRICT,JUNE 6 and 13,8P.M
—
Sheraton MotorInn
—
GoldRoom
DOWNTOWN SEATTLE, JUNE 7, 8 P.M.
—
Olympic Hotel
—
Williamsburg Room
RENTON, JUNE 12, 8 P.M.
—
Renton Inn
—
800Rainier S.,Renton
SUMMER CLASSES €? / M/bn// FOR INFORMATION
NOW FORMING IN C(/Wls'VwVf\S AND CLASS SCHEDULES
READING DYNAMICS INSTITUTE ma 31563
REGISTER NOW. 504 Fourth and Pike Bldg.
—
Seattle, Wash. 98101 (collect)
Classified Ads
MISCELLANEOUS
TYPING: all kinds, guaranteed. Rea-
sonable. Mrs. Flomiog, 774-1700.
BROADWAY District: 1705 Belmont
Aye. Apt. 405. Typist (IBM Selec-
tric
—
3 type styles). Twyla War-
ren. EA. 3-3244. By appointment.
Notary Public
LE-OZ
—
Student-owned. Kitchen, din-
ing rm., living rm., and workshop
privileges. 3 blocks So. of Volun-
teer Pk. 1422 E. Valley St. EA
9-2893 or EA 5-2483.
WANTED: summer positions for a
philosopher and a historian. Sup-
port your localhumanist. Campion
528 and 326.
AUTOS FOR SALE
FOR SALE: 1965 Volkswagen, mech-
anically excellent. Campion 623.
ho-ho-koMhokk),ho
ho-ahho,Jio
ho-k>,bo-
/augfoat
unfumy
jotes?
There'sa less trying way to
succeed in business. Check
out our Campus Internship
Program. Fact: 22% of this
company's 50 top agents be-
gan learning and earning
while still in college. Top
agents are independent and
laugh only when they want to.
Stop by or phone our campus
office today.
John Rogers
Ea 4-7792
Robert Pigott
Ea 2-6769
PROVIDENT
ML)IDAI =S=NIK
INSURANCE COMPANY OF PHILADELPHIA
